
A SPECTACULAR 
RETURN
OPENING NIGHTS AT  
THE NEW HAMER HALL
9–22 AUGUST
Markus Stenz conductor

ACT 1: MAHLER’S THIRd
Thursday 9 August at 8pm 
Friday 10 August at 8pm

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
david Berlin cello
Petra Lang mezzo-soprano
Women of the  
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra Chorus
National Boys Choir of Australia

Edwards Water Spirit Song
Adès Polaris AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

Interval 20 minutes

Mahler Symphony No.3

There will be a further interval, of  
15 minutes, following the first movement  
of Mahler’s Symphony No. 3.

ACT 2: BEETHOvEN ANd WAGNER
Thursday 16 August at 8pm 
Saturday 18 August at 8pm

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
Meagan Miller soprano (Sieglinde) 
Stuart Skelton tenor (Siegmund)
daniel Sumegi bass-baritone (Hunding)

Beethoven Symphony No.6 Pastoral

Interval 20 minutes

Wagner Die Walküre: Act I

ACT 3: MySTERy PROGRAM
Wednesday 22 August at 8pm

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
Members of the Australian youth Orchestra

Program to be announced at  
the performance. A detailed program 
booklet for this concert will be available 
during the evening.

  twitter.com/melbsymphony 
  facebook.com/melbournesymphony

Download our free app from 
www.mso.com.au/msolearn
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Intimate and gargantuan, 
traditional and contemporary, sonic 
and visual, celebrated and unknown; 
the MSO’s first concerts back in 
Hamer Hall – A Spectacular Return 
– have been devised to take the 
audience on a kaleidoscopic journey.

In Act I, we will open with Ross 
Edwards’ Water Spirit Song for solo 
cello, a chance to hear the purity of 
a single voice in the new acoustics 
as well as to acknowledge the 
hall’s setting on the banks of the 
Yarra River, before witnessing the 
extraordinary synthesis of Thomas 
Adès’ music and Tal Rosner’s visuals 
in Polaris. When Mahler wrote 
about his Third Symphony that it 
“will be something the like of which 
the world has never yet heard”, he 
was hardly exaggerating about this 
unprecedented feat of composition. 

In Act 2, we hear two different 
reactions to a musical storm – the 
one which leads to the song of the 
shepherd’s rejoicing in Beethoven’s 
Symphony No.6 Pastoral and the one 
from which Siegmund takes refuge 
at the house of Hunding from the 
first act of Wagner’s Die Walküre. 

As for Act 3, while we can’t reveal 
the program, we promise that the 
rewards will be enormous for the 
concertgoer prepared to journey 
into the unknown. 

Who could be a better guide for 
this than the MSO’s beloved former 
Chief Conductor and Artistic 
Director, Markus Stenz? With a 
superb cast of soloists and including 
a unique collaboration with the 
Australian Youth Orchestra, 
A Spectacular Return will be filled 
with the same spirit of adventure 
and exuberance that characterized 
Markus’ tenure with the MSO. 

Huw Humphreys 
Director of Artistic Planning 
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra

TicKeTS FROM

 $60

BOOK NOW
at mso.com.au or 
call 1300 723 038

Join the MSO’s Chief Conductor Designate, 
Sir Andrew Davis, in the newly renovated 
Hamer Hall, for this concert featuring one of 
the world’s favourite piano concertos.

Thursday 30 August at 8pm
Friday 31 August at 8pm
Saturday 1 September at 8pm
Arts Centre Melbourne, Hamer Hall

GRIEG 
CONCERTO

© Dario acoSTa

WELCOME
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{ MELBOURNE SyMPHONy ORCHESTRA } 

Harold Mitchell AC 
Chairman

Wayne Box 
Acting Chief Executive Officer 

Sir Andrew Davis 
Chief Conductor Designate

Tadaaki Otaka 
Principal Guest Conductor 

Benjamin Northey 
Patricia Riordan Associate 
Conductor Chair

With a reputation for excellence, 
versatility and innovation, 
the internationally acclaimed 
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra 
is Australia’s oldest orchestra, 
established in 1906. 

This fine Orchestra is renowned 
for its performances of the great 
symphonic masterworks with leading 
international and Australian artists 
including Maxim Vengerov, John 
Williams, Osmo Vänskä, Charles 
Dutoit, Yan Pascal Tortelier, Donald 
Runnicles, Jean-Yves Thibaudet, 
Yvonne Kenny, Edo de Waart, 
Lang Lang, Nigel Kennedy, Jeffrey 
Tate, Midori, Christine Brewer, 
Richard Tognetti, Emma Matthews 
and Teddy Tahu Rhodes. It has 
also enjoyed hugely successful 
performances with such artists as Sir 
Elton John, John Farnham, Harry 
Connick, Jr., Ben Folds, KISS, Burt 
Bacharach, The Whitlams, Human 
Nature, Sting and Tim Minchin. 

The MSO performs extensively 
with its own choir, the Melbourne 
Symphony Orchestra Chorus, 
directed by chorus master 
Jonathan Grieves-Smith. Recent 
performances together include 
Britten’s War Requiem under 
Tadaaki Otaka, Ravel’s Daphnis and 
Chloe under Sir Andrew Davis and 
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony under 
Douglas Boyd, as part of the 2011 
Beethoven Festival.

Key musical figures in the 
Orchestra’s history include 
Hiroyuki Iwaki – who was Chief 
Conductor and then Conductor 
Laureate, between 1974 and his 
death in 2006 and Markus Stenz, 
who was Chief Conductor and 
Artistic Director from 1998 until 
2004. Oleg Caetani was the MSO’s 
Chief Conductor and Artistic 
Director from 2005 to 2009.

The MSO, the first Australian 
symphony orchestra to tour 
abroad, has received widespread 
international recognition in tours 
to the USA, Canada, Japan, Korea, 
Europe, China and St Petersburg, 
Russia. In addition, the Orchestra 
tours annually throughout regional 
Victoria including a concert season 
in Geelong. 

Each year the Orchestra performs 
to more than 200,000 people, at 
events ranging from the Sidney 
Myer Free Concerts in the Sidney 
Myer Music Bowl to the series of 
Classic Kids concerts for young 
children. The MSO reaches 

an even larger audience across 
Australia through its regular 
concert broadcasts on ABC Classic 
FM. The Orchestra’s considerable 
ceremonial role in Victoria has 
included participation in the 
opening ceremony of the 2006 
Commonwealth Games, in the 2009 
Bushfire memorial service Together 
for Victoria, the Prime Minister’s 
Olympic Dinner and the 2010 and 
2011 AFL Grand Final. 

The MSO’s extensive education 
and community outreach activities 
include the Meet the Orchestra, 
Meet the Music and Up Close 
and Musical programs, designed 
specifically for schools. In 2011 
the MSO launched an educational 
iPhone and iPad App designed 
to teach children about the inner 
workings of an orchestra. 

The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra is 
funded principally by the Australian 
Government through the Australia 
Council, its arts funding and advisory 
body, and is generously supported by 
the Victorian Government through Arts 
Victoria, Department of Premier and 
Cabinet. The MSO is also funded by the 
City of Melbourne, its Principal Partner, 
Emirates, and individual and corporate 
sponsors and donors.

THE MELBOURNE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

© LUcAS dAwSON
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{ aBoUT THE CONdUCTOR } 

Markus Stenz took up the post 
of Principal Conductor of the 
Gürzenich Orchestra in 2003 and 
became General Music Director of 
the City of Cologne the following 
year. He will relinquish both posts 
in 2014. He is also Principal Guest 
Conductor of the Hallé Orchestra 
and from the 2012/13 season he 
replaces Jaap van Zweden as Chief 
Conductor of the Netherlands 
Radio Philharmonic.

Highlights of his tenure in Cologne 
include many notable performances 
of the operas of Richard Wagner, 
the orchestra’s debut at the BBC 
Proms in 2008, and the first 
ever production of Der Ring des 
Nibelungen in Shanghai. In 2012 
he will complete the Gürzenich 
Orchestra’s recording cycle of 
Mahler symphonies.

He has led many of the world’s 
great orchestras, including the 
Berlin Philharmonic, Royal 
Concertgebouw Orchestra, Leipzig 
Gewandhaus Orchestra, and the 
Chicago, Boston, Dallas, Houston 
and Seattle Symphony orchestras, 
among many others.

He made his opera debut at La 
Fenice with Henze’s Elegy for Young 
Lovers. He has since appeared at 
many leading opera houses and 
festivals and conducted many world 
premieres and first performances, 
including Henze’s Das verratene Meer 
in Berlin, Venus und Adonis at the 
Bavarian State Opera and L’Upupa 
und der Triumph der Sohnesliebe at the 
2003 Salzburg Festival.

Markus Stenz studied in Cologne 
under Volker Wangenheim and 
at Tanglewood with Leonard 
Bernstein and Seiji Ozawa. He 
was Artistic Director of the 
Montepulciano Festival (1989–95), 
Principal Conductor of the London 
Sinfonietta (1994–98) and Artistic 
Director and Chief Conductor 
of the Melbourne Symphony 
Orchestra from 1998 to 2004.

MARKUS STENZ conductor

CONCERT INfORMATION
Please turn off your mobile 
phone and all other electronic 
devices before the performance 
commences. 

If you do not need your printed 
program after the concert, we 
encourage you to return it to 
the program stands located in 
the foyer. 

Melbourne Symphony 
Orchestra programs can be 
read online or downloaded up 
to a week before each concert, 
from www.mso.com.au
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{ aBoUT THE ARTISTS } 

ACT 1: 
MAHLER'S 
THIRd
This concert has a duration of 
approximately two hours and 
45 minutes, including one interval 
of 20 minutes, after Adès’ Polaris, 
and an interval of 15 minutes, 
after the first movement of 
Mahler’s Symphony No. 3.

Friday evening’s performance will 
be broadcast live around Australia 
on ABC Classic FM (on analogue 
and digital radio), and streamed 
on its website.

DAVID BERLIN cello
David Berlin studied the cello 
with Lois Simpson at the Sydney 
Conservatorium and with 
Channing Robbins at the Juilliard 
School of Music in New York.

For over 20 years David has been at 
the forefront of music performance 
in Australia, as Principal Cello 
of both the Adelaide Symphony 
Orchestra (1985 to 1988) and the 
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra 
(since 1989).

David has made numerous 
appearances as soloist with these 
and other Australian orchestras 
and has been invited to play guest 
Principal Cello with the Sydney and 
Tasmanian Symphony orchestras, 
Australian Chamber Orchestra, 
Orchestra Ensemble Kanazawa and 
the World Philharmonic Orchestra.

David has collaborated with many 
of Australia’s leading musicians, 
including Michael Kieran Harvey, 
Slava Grigoryan, Ian Munro, Len 
Vorster, Brett Dean and both the 
Goldner and Australian String 
Quartets. He has appeared in 
numerous festivals, and in chamber 
music projects has toured to Japan, 
Taiwan and New Zealand.

Along with solo recordings for ABC 
radio, he has appeared as soloist 
on the Tall Poppies, Chandos and 
Naxos labels.

David plays on a cello made by 
Ivan Zgradic in Sherman Oaks, 
California in 1982.

PETRA LANG mezzo-soprano
Frankfurt-born Petra Lang 
graduated as a violinist before 
studying voice at the Akademie für 
Tonkunst in Darmstadt. She has 
since developed into a renowned 
interpreter of the vocal music 
of Mahler, and of the operatic 
roles of Brängane (Tristan und 
Isolde), Kundry (Parsifal), Venus 
(Tannhäuser), Sieglinde (Die 
Walküre), Ortrud (Lohengrin), 
Adriano (Rienzi), Judith (Bluebeard’s 
Castle), Marie (Wozzeck), Cassandre 
(Les troyens) and Strauss’ Ariadne.

She has sung at major opera 
houses and festivals under such 
conductors as Sir Simon Rattle, Sir 
Andrew Davis, Donald Runnicles, 
Claudio Abbado, Pierre Boulez, 
Charles Dutoit, Bernard Haitink, 
Simone Young and Christoph von 
Dohnányi, among many others.

She has performed at Bayreuth 
on several occasions, most 
recently in 2011 as Ortrud. Future 
engagements include her role 
debuts as Brünnhilde in concert 
performances of Die Walküre 
(Berlin), and Götterdämmerung 
(Bamberg/Berlin/Paris), and a 
complete Ring cycle in Geneva.

Her recordings include the CD 
Songs by Great Conductors, Lohengrin 
with the WDR Symphony Orchestra 
Cologne under Semyon Bychkov, 
and Les troyens with the London 
Symphony Orchestra and Colin 
Davis, which won two Grammy 
awards, a Classical BRIT Award, and 
the German Record Critics’ Prize.
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{ aBoUT THE ARTISTS } 

NATIONAL BOyS ChOIR 
Of AUSTRALIA
Artistic directors:  
Peter Casey, Philip Carmody

Founded in 1964 and based in 
Melbourne, the National Boys 
Choir of Australia is one of 
Australia’s finest treble choirs.

The Choir has performed with 
the MSO in many major works, 
including Orff’s Carmina Burana, 
Mahler’s Third and Eighth 
Symphonies, Britten’s War Requiem 
and Verdi’s Otello. The Choir also 
performed as guest artists at The 
Three Tenors Concert in Melbourne.

TV appearances have included 
the Melbourne Grand Prix, Carols 
by Candlelight at the Myer Music 
Bowl (since 1988) and a variety of 
special events. 

The Choir recorded two segments 
for the opening ceremony of 
the Sydney Olympic Games, and 
choristers are regularly engaged by 
Opera Australia. 

The Choir has toured internationally 
on 14 occasions, with destinations 
including much of Europe, China, 
Japan, the United States, Taiwan and 
the Philippines. 

Since 1998 the Choir has been 
involved in filming the Qantas 
commercials, which feature 
choristers singing in locations 
around the world and throughout 
Australia. The ongoing relationship 
with Qantas has provided many 
performance opportunities and 
further travel for the choristers, 
nationally and internationally.

MELBOURNE SyMPhONy 
ORChESTRA ChORUS 
Jonathan Grieves-Smith 
chorus Master 

Under the artistic leadership 
of Jonathan Grieves-Smith, 
the Melbourne Symphony 
Orchestra Chorus is establishing 
an international reputation for 
its outstanding performances 
and recordings. Known as the 
Melbourne Chorale until 2008, it 
has since then been integrated with 
the MSO.

The Chorus sings with the finest 
conductors, including Sir Andrew 
Davis, Mark Wigglesworth, Bernard 
Labadie and Manfred Honeck. 

Recent commissions include Paul 
Stanhope’s Exile Lamentations 
(commissioned with Sydney 
Chamber Choir and London’s 
Elysian Singers), and Gabriel 
Jackson’s To the Field of Stars 
(commissioned with the Netherlands 
Chamber Choir and Stockholm’s 
St Jacob’s Chamber Choir). The 
Chorus has also premiered works by 
MacMillan, Pärt, Henze, Schnittke, 
Bryars and Vasks. 

The Chorus has performed with the 
Malaysian Philharmonic Orchestra, 
with The Australian Ballet, at the 
Melbourne International Arts 
Festival, at the 2011 AFL Grand 
Final and at the Sydney Olympic 
Arts Festival. The Chorus continues 
its relationship with ABC Classics 
with the recent CD release of 
Brahms’ Ein deutsches Requiem with 
the MSO.

JONAThAN GRIEVES-SMITh 
chorus Master
English conductor and chorus 
master, Jonathan Grieves-Smith 
has established an international 
reputation for his compelling 
performances and breadth of 
artistic vision. He has been Chorus 
Master of the Melbourne Symphony 
Orchestra Chorus (formerly 
Melbourne Chorale) since 1998, 
and prior to that was Chorus Master 
of the Huddersfield Choral Society, 
the Hallé Choir, and Music Director 
of Brighton Festival Chorus. 

Jonathan is a passionate advocate 
for new music, commissioning 
and conducting premieres by 
composers Brett Dean, Paul 
Stanhope, Gabriel Jackson, Giya 
Kancheli, Gavin Bryars, Richard 
Mills, Alfred Schnittke, Ross 
Edwards, Krzysztof Penderecki, 
Arvo Pärt and Peteris Vasks. 

Jonathan has trained choirs for 
performances and recordings with 
the world’s leading conductors 
including Sir Simon Rattle, Valery 
Gergiev, Sir Mark Elder, Sir Andrew 
Davis and Sir Roger Norrington.

As guest conductor he has worked 
with the Academy of St Martin 
in the Fields Chorus, Sydney 
Chamber Choir, the BBC Singers, 
Cantillation, Sydney Philharmonia 
Choirs, Dartington International 
Summer School, the Flemish 
Federation of Young Choirs, and 
Europa Cantat. 
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{ aBoUT THE ARTISTS } 

NATIONAL BOyS cHOIR 
Of AUSTRALIA
Lucas Aparo
Caleb Beilharz
Adam Casamento
Harry Costigan
Lachlan Day
Bob Davis
Tim Davis
Julian Dods
Harrison Ede
Theo Gong
Jack Kritopoulos
Tom Lerk
Stanley Liau
Blakely McLean Davies
Ed Phillips
Sean Quinn
Adam Rae
Ariya Saffar
Astyn Trecate
Matthew Stevenson
Christopher Turner
Ross Winter
David Youings
Nicholas Zagon

ACT 1: OLd MEETS NEW
Thursday 9 August at 7pm 
Friday 10 August at 7pm
Since Hamer Hall’s grand opening in 1982, this concert stage has been 
the location for many of the MSO’s most memorable moments – thrilling 
performances by hundreds of internationally renowned conductors and 
soloists, and a wealth of home-grown talent. The Hall has reverberated to 
orchestral classics, new compositions, innovative pop collaborations and 
music for children. 

Hosted by derek Guille, this pre-concert panel discussion will feature 
MSO musicians reflecting on their experiences and favourite memories in 
the Hamer Hall of old. They will also look ahead in discussing the MSO’s 
Spectacular Return to the hall, and this evening’s repertoire, as a new era for 
the Orchestra begins. 

Markus Stenz will join the discussion on 9 August.

BEyONd THE STAGE
Learn more about the new 

Hamer Hall and the music you’ll 
hear during the Spectacular Return 
festivities, in these free pre-concert 

events taking place in the  
Hamer Hall foyers. 

MELBOURNE SyMPHONy ORcHESTRA cHORUS 

Sopranos
Philippa Allen
Sheila Baker
Andrea Christie
Thea Christodoulou
Veryan Croggon
Samantha Davies
Laura Fahey
Iris Ferwerda
Rita Fitzgerald
Catherine Folley
Susan Fone
Camilla  Gorman
Jillian Graham
Alexandra Hadji
Madelaine Howard
Penny Huggett
Jasmine Hulme
Tania Jacobs
Olivia Jones
Gwen Kennelly
Brigid Maher
Melika Mehdizadeh Tehrani
Lynne Muir
Zoe Nikakis
Caitlin Noble
Susie Novella
Carolyn O’Brien
Shaunagh O’Neill
Lauren Ormston
Elizabeth O’Shea
Alexandra Patrikios
Jodie Paxton
Anne Payne
Marita Petherbridge
Susannah Polya

Tanja Redl
Helena Ring
Jo Robin
Sue Robinson
Ruth Shand
Elizabeth Tindall
Kat Turner

Altos
Ruth Anderson
Catherine Bickell
Kate Bramley
Jane Brodie
Elize Brozgul
Alexandra Chubaty
Elin-Maria Evangelista
Jill Giese
Debbie Griffiths
Ros Harbison
Sue Hawley
Kristine Hensel
Andrea Higgins
Helen MacLean
Rosemary McKelvie
Siobhan Ormandy
Alison Ralph
Kerry Roulston
Annie Runnalls
Lauren Simpkins
Helen Staindl
Jenny Stengards
Libby Timcke
Norma Tovey
Jenny Vallins
Emma Warburton



{ ABOUT THE MUSIC } 

One of Australia’s best-known 
composers, Sydney-based Ross 
Edwards has created a unique 
sound world which seeks to 
reconnect music with elemental 
forces and restore its traditional 
association with ritual and dance. 
His music, concerned with age-old 
mysteries surrounding humanity, 
is also deeply connected to its 
roots in Australia, whose cultural 
diversity it celebrates, and from 
whose natural environment it draws 
inspiration, especially birdsong and 
the mysterious patterns and drones 
of insects. As a composer living and 
working on the Pacific Rim, he is 
conscious of the exciting potential 
of this vast region. 

A graduate of the Universities of 
Adelaide and Sydney, Edwards 
studied with Peter Sculthorpe and 
Richard Meale, and in Adelaide and 
London with Peter Maxwell Davies. 
His compositions, performed 
worldwide, include five symphonies, 
concertos, choral, chamber and 
vocal music, children’s music, 
film scores, a chamber opera and 
music for dance. Works designed 
for the concert hall sometimes 
require special lighting, movement, 
costume and visual accompaniment 
– notable examples are his Fourth 
Symphony, Star Chant, premiered by 
the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra 
at the 2002 Adelaide Festival; the 
Oboe Concerto Bird Spirit Dreaming, 
which Diana Doherty premiered 
with the Sydney Symphony and 
Lorin Maazel, subsequently 
performing it with many other 
orchestras including the New 
York Philharmonic; and The 
Heart of Night, for shakuhachi and 
orchestra, composed for shakuhachi 
Grand Master Riley Lee and the 
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra.

Recent commissions include Sacred 
Kingfisher Psalms for The Song 
Company, Ars Nova Copenhagen 
and the Edinburgh Festival; a Piano 
Sonata; Five Senses, a song cycle set 
to poems of Judith Wright; and The 
Laughing Moon for the New Sydney 
Wind Quintet. Recent highlights 
have included the premiere of his 
saxophone concerto Full Moon 
Dances by Australian saxophonist 
Amy Dickson and a retrospective 
of his work at the Sydney 
Conservatorium. He is currently 
working on a ballet score for the 
Houston Ballet.

Water Spirit Song was extracted from 
Koto Dreaming, a piece of music 
theatre featuring the Butoh dancer 
Yumi Umiumare, which Edwards 
composed for the 2003 Asian Music 
and Dance Festival in Sydney. The 
dance was accompanied by an 
ensemble consisting of Japanese 
and European instruments: koto 
(Satsuki Odamura), shakuhachi 
(Riley Lee), cor anglais (Alexandre 
Oguey) and cello (John Napier). 
Water Spirit Song, played by the 
cello and accompanied by the 
sound of a waterfall, introduced 
the work. Edwards has since made 
arrangements of the work for solo 
cello, cor anglais, bassoon, flute and 
bass clarinet.

© Symphony Services International

This is the first performance of this work 
presented by the Melbourne Symphony 
Orchestra.

ROSS EdWARdS
(born 1943)

Water Spirit Song

david Berlin cello

© BRIdGET ELLIOTT
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{ ABOUT THE MUSIC } 

In 2000 the then 29-year old 
Thomas Adès became the youngest 
winner of the world’s richest 
composition prize, the Grawemeyer 
Award, with his orchestral tour-
de-force, Asyla. That work, as 
Matias Tarnopolsky puts it, ‘is an 
exploration of the pull between the 
safety of tradition and daunting 
freedom’, balancing Romantic 
spatial effects with contemporary 
dance music.

In an interview with Brett Campbell 
in San Francisco Classical Voice, Adès 
describes his 2010 work Polaris as 
‘the third part of a trilogy of sorts, 
at least in my own mind, of three 
pieces for orchestra: Asyla, Tevot, 
and this one. Each one is a further 
answer to similar questions.’ In his 
own program note, he explains that:

Polaris explores the use of star 
constellations for naval navigation 
and the emotional navigation between 
the absent sailors and what they leave 
behind. ... It is scored for orchestra, 
including groups of brass instruments 
that may be isolated from the stage. 
These instruments play in canon, one 
in each of the three sections of the piece, 
entering in order, from the highest 
(trumpets) to the lowest (bass tuba). 
Their melody, like all the music in this 
work, is derived from a magnetic series, 
a musical device heard here for the first 
time, in which all 12 notes are gradually 
presented, but persistently return to an 
anchoring pitch, as if magnetized. With 
the first appearance of the 12th note, 
marked clearly with the first entrance of 
the timpani, the poles are reversed. At 
the start of the third and final section, a 
third pole is discovered, which establishes 
a stable equilibrium with the first.

In the Campbell interview, Adès 
says: ‘I invented this kind of 
serialism for it, but it doesn’t make 
the kind of noise that word implies. 
It’s a magnetic serialism, and it’s 
mostly a tonal-sounding piece.’ In 
other words, rather than a constant 
circulation of all 12 notes of the 
chromatic scale cancelling any 
sense of tonal centre, here they 
serve to establish one pitch as pre-
eminent in any given section.

Polaris was commissioned by 
the New World Symphony for 
the opening in 2011 of the New 
World Symphony concert hall in 
Miami, which, as Adès observes, 
‘has absolute state-of-the-art video 
capabilities – truly the last word’.

Video artist Tal Rosner produced 
a video to accompany the piece, 
which, Adès believes, ‘brings out 
the strong marine element in the 
piece’. He notes that 

Polaris doesn’t have a narrative… 
It’s an orchestral piece with video 
available if anyone wants to use it. 
I wrote the music I wrote without seeing 
anything of the images. I think all we 
did talk about was there being a point 
in the piece where the magnetic poles 
reverse, and the music splits and stands 
on its head. The images at that point 
go from realistic footage into abstract 
geometrical patterns.

Adès also describes how he came 
to write the ending of the piece 
after visiting the Grand Canyon. 
‘It had to end in a space that was 
everything at once.’

Gordon Kerry © 2012

INTERVAL 20 MiNUTES

THOMAS AdèS
(born 1971)

Polaris: Voyage for Orchestra 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

Visuals by Tal Rosner 

© MAURIcE fOxALL
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{ ABOUT THE MUSIC } 

Mahler’s Second, Third and Fourth 
symphonies form a trilogy depicting 
the composer’s search for spiritual 
meaning in a tragi-comic universe. 
Each of them employs vocal texts 
from Des Knaben Wunderhorn (The 
Youth’s Magic Horn) and lunges 
back and forth between the most 
profound philosophical insights 
and absurd banality, as they 
attempt to achieve Mahler’s stated 
symphonic ambition of ‘embracing 
the world’.

Within the Third Symphony, this 
ambition is encapsulated in a 
massive journey which effectively 
retraces the course of human 
spiritual evolution, beginning deep 
in the primeval dust, working its 
way up through vegetation and the 
animal world, on to humanity and 
then finally up to the angels and 
heaven, existing within the broader 
category of absolute love.

It’s no small ambition, which is why 
the Third Symphony takes more 
than an hour and a half to perform. 
It went through countless changes 
of title and subtitle: at various times 
Mahler referred to it as Pan, The 
Happy Life, The Happy Science, My 
Happy Science, A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream, A Midsummer Noonday’s 
Dream, A Summer Morning Dream, 
and further variations on these 
themes. In the end, he chose to call 
it Symphony No.3 in D minor. 

Mahler may have begun working 
on the Third Symphony as early as 
1892. In typical fashion he worked 
backwards on it, completing the 
first movement last (he did the 
same with his Fourth Symphony). 
The bulk of the final five 
movements, together with some 
sketches for the first, were written 
during the summer of 1895 in 
Steinbach – his Alpine summer 
retreat near Salzburg, where he 
found peace after his gruelling 
winter seasons as musical director 
of the Hamburg Opera.

The symphony’s structure is 
bizarre. It is effectively divided into 
two parts. The gargantuan first 
movement alone forms the first 

part and the final five movements 
the second. Not only the form, 
but the orchestra too was inflated. 
The score calls for four flutes, 
four oboes (plus cor anglais), five 
clarinets with bass clarinet, four 
bassoons (plus contrabassoon), 
eight horns, four trumpets, four 
trombones with tuba, two harps, a 
myriad of percussion, large forces 
of strings to balance them all, not 
to mention a solo contralto, choirs 
of women and boys, a solo posthorn 
– and of course a conductor. 

The Third is a ‘nature’ symphony. 
Shortly after its completion, 
Mahler’s student and great 
champion Bruno Walter visited him 
at Steinbach. As Walter gazed at the 
magnificent Alpine scenery Mahler 
told him: ‘No need to look. I have 
composed all this already.’

The opening movement is 
Mahler’s own ‘rite of spring’, 
composed nearly two decades 
before Stravinsky’s masterpiece. 
As he was composing it, Mahler 
wrote to Natalie Bauer-Lechner: 
‘This almost ceases to be music, 
containing mostly sounds from 
nature. And it is eerie how from 
lifeless matter…life gradually breaks 
forth, developing step by step 
into ever-higher forms of life.’ In 
another context he wrote, ‘Here it 
is the world, nature as a whole, that 
is awakened out of unfathomable 
silence and sings and rings.’

It’s such a massive movement, both 
in size and spiritual ambition, 
that even Mahler himself was 
frightened by it. He said that he 
was grateful he composed it last, 
because if he hadn’t, he would 
never have dared to finish the 
symphony as a whole! In the score, 
he directed that there should be a 
long pause following its conclusion, 
clearly delineating the end of the 
first part of the symphony. 

INTERVAL 15 MiNUTES

GUSTAv MAHLER
(1860–1911)

Symphony No.3 in d minor

I  Kräftig. Entschieden 
[Vigorous, decisive]

INTERVAL 15 MINUTES

II  Tempo di menuetto. Sehr 
mässig [Very moderately]

III  Comodo. Scherzando. 
Ohne Hast [without haste]

IV  Sehr langsam. Misterioso 
[Very slowly, mysteriously] –

V  Lustig im tempo und 
keck im Ausdruck [Lively 
in tempo and jaunty in 
expression] –

VI  Langsam. Ruhevoll. 
Empfunden [Slowly, with 
serenity, expressively]

Petra Lang mezzo-soprano

Women of the Melbourne 
Symphony Orchestra Chorus

National Boys Choir of 
Australia

MAHLER IN 1896
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The second part of the symphony 
begins a world away from the first. It 
was inspired in part by the beautiful 
summer displays of flowers in 
the meadows outside Mahler’s 
workroom in Steinbach (to which 
he referred in correspondence). But 
Mahler never just saw the beauty 
of nature divorced from its terror. 
As he himself wrote: ‘Suddenly 
a stormy wind blows across the 
meadow and shakes the leaves and 
flowers, which whimper and moan 
on their stems as if begging for 
salvation.’

The third movement (in the 
world of animals now, according 
to Mahler’s correspondence) 
introduces an instrumental version 
of Mahler’s setting of ‘Ablösung im 
Sommer’ (Relief in Summer) from 
Des Knaben Wunderhorn. The trio 
section is famous for its beautiful 
solo for posthorn, an unusual brass 
instrument which lends its name 
to Mozart’s Serenade K.320, a work 
the MSO performed recently with 
conductor Reinhard Goebel. In 
Mahler’s symphony, the instrument 
appears in the distance and then 
gradually draws closer, ending with 
a bright fanfare. 

The final three movements then 
proceed without a break. The 
first of these (i.e. the fourth) 
introduces the human element into 
the symphony – and the human 
voice itself. There is a rapt stillness 
marking the contralto’s entry, 
as if humanity is rising from the 
ashes. The text is from Friedrich 
Nietzsche’s Also sprach Zarathustra, 
and the voice longs for eternity.

After a return to the deep bass of 
the opening, the fifth movement 
then enters with astonishing 
contrast, marked by the voices 
of boys, the sound of bells and 
woodwind, and the setting of 
another poem from the Wunderhorn 
collection. It’s a radiant sound, soon 
joined by choral and solo women’s 
voices, harps, horns and trumpets. 
Those who know the Fourth 
Symphony will instantly recognise 
the descending melody from the 

soprano’s solo at the end of that 
symphony. This music was how 
Mahler imagined heaven.

And then at last, as we head into the 
second hour, the finale emerges, 
and we are in the world of love. In 
speaking of his original idea for 
this movement, Mahler wrote: ‘It is 
the zenith, the highest level from 
which the world can be viewed. I 
could also name the movement 
something like “What God tells 
me”, in the sense that God can only 
be comprehended as “Love”.’ 

It’s a magnificent slow movement 
with the strings (whose role in 
the previous movement had been 
restricted) carrying the broad, 
achingly poignant melody, and 
solo wind instruments later taking 
it over. He based the movement 
on the words of Christian 
reconciliation and forgiveness – 
‘Father, look on these my wounds – 
let not one creature be lost!’ 

The movement proceeds as a series 
of variations which occasionally 
touch on the drama of the 
symphony’s opening, but which 
ultimately lead to a climax in 
which fear is confronted with a 

steadfast faith. And here at last, 
at the conclusion of one of the 
truly monumental musical works 
of Western civilisation, that faith 
triumphs, and an absolute love 
wins out over all that would dare to 
destroy it.

Abridged from a note by Martin 
Buzacott © 1998/2012

Mahler’s Symphony No. 3 was given 
its Australian premiere by the Melbourne 
Symphony Orchestra in July 1967, with 
conductor Willem van Otterloo, alto Helen 
Watts and the Combined Female Voices of the 
Box Hill Choral Society, Monash University 
Choral Society and the Ken Taylor Singers, 
with the Boys of St. Paul’s Cathedral Choir. 
The MSO most recently performed it in 
February 2005 with conductor Oleg Caetani, 
mezzo-soprano Bernadette Cullen, the Women 
of Melbourne Chorale and the National Boys 
Choir of Australia.

MAHLER’S fIRST cOMPOSING HUT, IN wHIcH HE cOMPLETEd HIS THIRd SyMPHONy
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David Thomas has been the MSo’s Principal 
clarinet since 2000. Growing up in the Dandenong 
ranges, David studied at the University of 
Melbourne with Phillip Miechel and later at the 
Vienna conservatorium with roger Salander. David 
has played as a member of the West australian 
Symphony orchestra and in 2011 he also performed 
in the inaugural season of the australian World 
orchestra. He has also appeared as a soloist with 
the MSo, WaSo, Tasmanian Symphony orchestra 
and other orchestras around australia, in concertos 
by Mozart, Weber, copland and Françaix, plus 
increasingly in contemporary works for clarinet. 
concertos have been written for David by australian 
composers ross Edwards, Phillip czaplowski and 
Nicholas routley, and his cD recording of the Edwards 
concerto with the MSo conducted by arvo Volmer 
has been released by aBc classics.

David is actively involved in training the next 
generation of classical musicians at the australian 
National academy of Music, where he is the principal 
teacher of clarinet and coordinator of the program 
for wind instruments.

The music that changed my life is...
Wagner's Ring cycle, for how music 
can work together with words to 
reveal our soul; the symphonies of 
Mahler, as perhaps the ultimate 
in instrumental imagination and 
orchestral expressiveness. 
My greatest musical heroes and 
biggest influences are...
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf; Jascha 
Heifetz; the Vienna Philharmonic

What is your greatest performance 
experience so far? 
Giving the premiere performance 
of Ross Edwards’ Clarinet Concerto 
with the MSO

What songs are playing on your 
iPod/CD player right now?
Chamber music with Martha 
Argerich (EMI); songs of Robert 
Schumann (Hyperion)

Which musical figures would you 
invite to your house for dinner? 
And what would you serve? 
Mozart and Richard Strauss. 
Both wrote music of amazing but 
unpretentious human insight, 
and Strauss idolized Mozart. I’m 
not a great conversationalist, but I 
understand German and would love 
to witness their meeting. We would 
eat something hearty but plain, 
with a good Czech beer.

What are three of your favourite 
possessions? 
My (LP) turntable, my clarinets, 
and my backyard.

What are your three favourite 
movies? 
That’s a very hard question. I can 
only offer three of my favourite 
movie makers: Woody Allen, Pixar 

and Orson Welles. My favourite TV 
series, that’s easier: classic Doctor 
Who, Curb Your Enthusiasm, Mad Men 
and Star Trek.

Which book do you think everyone 
must read? 
I’m not a great reader of books with 
general relevance, but I’ve read 
War and Peace a couple of times and 
was impressed that it seemed to 
encapsulate a great deal of what is 
good and noble in the human spirit.

How did you chose your 
instrument? 
My mother chose it for me from the 
available instruments at high school. 
I think she made the right choice.

MEET YOUR MSO MUSiCiAN
dAvId THOMAS
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IV

O Mensch, gib Acht!
Was spricht die tiefe Mitternacht?
Ich schlief! Aus tiefem Traum bin ich erwacht!
Die Welt ist tief!
Und tiefer, als der Tag gedacht!

Tief ist ihr Weh!
Lust tiefer noch als Herzeleid!
Weh spricht: Vergeh!
Doch alle Lust will Ewigkeit,
Will tiefe, tiefe Ewigkeit.

V

Es sungen drei Engel einen süssen Gesang;
Mit Freuden es selig in dem Himmel klang,
Sie jauchzten fröhlich auch dabei,
Dass Petrus sei von Sünden frei,
Und als der Herr Jesus zu Tische sass,
Mit seinen zwölf Jüngern das Abendmahl ass:
Da sprech der Herr Jesus: Was stehst du denn hier?
Wenn ich dich anseh’, so weinest du mir!
Und sollt’ ich nicht weinen, du gütiger Gott,
Ich hab’ übertreten die zehn Gebot.
Ich gehe une weine ja bitterlich.
Ach komm und erbarme dich über mich!

Hast du denn übertreten die zehen Gebot,
So fall auf die Kniee und bete zu Gott!
Liebe nur Gott in alle Zeit!
So wirst du erlangen die himmlische Freud’.
Die himmlische Freud’ ist eine selige Stadt,
Die himmlische Freud’, die kein Ende mehr hat!
Die himmlische Freude war Petro bereit’t,
Durch Jesum und Allen zur Seligkeit.

O Man, take heed!
What does the deep midnight say?
I slept. From deep dreaming I was wakened!
The world is deep,
And deeper than the day imagined!

Deep is its grief!
Longing, deeper still than heartache!
Grief says: Go hence!
But all longing craves eternity,
Craves deep, deep eternity.

Text from Nietzsche Thus Spake Zarathustra

Three angels were singing a sweet song,
With blessing and joy it rang in Heaven,
They shouted for joy, too,
That Peter was set free from sin.
And as the Lord Jesus sat at table,
With his 12 disciples at the evening meal,
Lord Jesus said: ‘Why stand you here?
When I look at you, you weep before me.’
‘And should I not weep, thou God of goodness,
I have broken the ten commandments.
I go my way and weep bitterly,
Ah, come and have mercy on me!’

‘If you have broken the ten commandments
Then fall on your knee and pray to God,
Love only God for all time!
So you will attain heavenly joy.’
Heavenly joy is a blessed city,
Heavenly joy, that knows no end!
Heavenly joy was granted to Peter,
Through Jesus, and for the delight of all.

Text from Des Knaben Wunderhorn 
English Translations © Symphony Australia
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MEAGAN MILLER soprano
American soprano Meagan Miller 
graduated from the Juilliard School 
before pursuing further studies at 
the Juilliard Opera Center. She now 
appears on major opera, concert 
and recital stages around the world 
interpreting the leading roles of 
Mozart, Strauss, Verdi and Wagner.

In North America she has 
performed with the opera 
companies of Minnesota, Montreal, 
Orlando and Kentucky, as well as 
the San Francisco Opera’s Merola 
Program and Wolf Trap Opera.

She made her European opera 
debut in 2009 at the Vienna 
Volksoper as Ariadne, and has 
since appeared at the Bavarian 
and Hamburg State Operas, 
Leipzig Opera, and Palermo’s 
Teatro Massimo.

She has performed in venues such 
as the Concertgebouw, Carnegie 
Hall, the Hong Kong Cultural 
Centre and the Hollywood Bowl, 
and has premiered works by Libby 
Larsen, Robert Beaser, Thomas 
Cipullo, Christopher Berg, Niccolo 
Athens and Russell Platt.

Engagements last season included 
her debut in the title role of 
Strauss’ Daphne at the Vienna State 
Opera, Elisabetta (Don Carlo) and 
Desdemona (Otello) at the Deutsche 
Oper Berlin, and her debut at the 
Edinburgh Festival performing 
Mahler’s Symphony No.2 under 
Donald Runnicles.

STUART SkELTON tenor
Sydney-born Stuart Skelton is 
recognised as one of the finest 
heroic tenors of his generation 
and was awarded the inaugural 
Lauritz Melchior Prize for best 
Heldentenor on recording for 
his portrayal of Siegmund in 
State Opera of South Australia’s 
Die Walküre. 

His repertoire includes Wagner’s 
Lohengrin, Parsifal, Rienzi, 
and Erik; Strauss’ Kaiser and 
Bacchus; Janáček’s Laca and Boris 
Grigoryevich; Saint-Saëns’ Samson 
and Britten’s Peter Grimes. 

He performs on the leading 
concert and operatic stages of the 
world, with conductors including 
Daniel Barenboim, Christoph von 
Dohnányi, Christoph Eschenbach, 
James Levine, Lorin Maazel, Kent 
Nagano and Simone Young. 

Recent engagements have included 
Das Lied von der Erde with the 
Berlin Philharmonic under 
Simon Rattle and the Hong Kong 
Philharmonic under Edo de Waart, 
and Lohengrin for the Semperoper 
Dresden. Performances in 2012 
include Das Lied von der Erde with 
the Chicago Symphony; Peter 
Grimes with Opera Oviedo, New 
National Theatre Tokyo and at 
the BBC Proms; Siegmund for 
the Metropolitan Opera; Erik for 
ENO; Florestan for the Singapore 
Symphony; Oedipus Rex for the New 
Zealand International Arts Festival; 
and Hermann in the Sydney 
Symphony’s concert presentation of 
The Queen of Spades.

ACT 2: 
BEETHOvEN 
ANd WAGNER
This concert has a duration of 
approximately two hours and 20 
minutes, including one interval of 
20 minutes.

Saturday evening’s performance will 
be broadcast live around Australia 
on ABC Classic FM (on analogue 
and digital radio), and streamed on 
its website.

© JOHN wRIGHT
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DANIEL SUMEGI  
bass-baritone
Since his US debut in 1991, 
Australian-born Daniel Sumegi 
has carved out an impressive 
international career. He has 
sung with all of Australia’s major 
opera companies and at the 
Metropolitan Opera, San Francisco 
Opera, Covent Garden and the 
Paris Opera, among other major 
opera companies across the US, 
Europe, Asia and South America. 
Conductors he has worked with 
include Valery Gergiev, Simon 
Rattle, Jeffrey Tate, Andrew Davis, 
Charles Mackerras, Carlo Rizzi, 
Simone Young, Nello Santi, Donald 

Runnicles, Sebastian Weigle, Edo 
de Waart, Richard Hickox and 
Plácido Domingo.

He made his European debut in 
1992 at the Vienna Konzerthaus, 
and his British debut in recital 
for the London Opera Festival at 
the Southbank Centre. In 1994, 
while participating in the Adler 
Fellowship program, he sang the 
title role in the North American 
premiere of Tippett’s King Priam for 
the San Francisco Opera Center. 

This season’s engagements have 
included Macbeth and Don Giovanni 
(Opera Australia), Madame Butterfly 
and Billy Budd (Metropolitan 
Opera), Elektra (Perth International 
Arts Festival) The Lighthouse (Dallas 
Opera) and Lucia di Lammermoor 
(West Australian Opera).

Daniel Sumegi won the Bruno 
Walter Prize at the 1994 
Metropolitan Opera National 
Council Auditions, and the 1995 
Plácido Domingo Operalia World 
Opera Contest.

He appears on CD in Beatrice di 
Tenda and on video in the San 
Francisco Opera production of 
Capriccio.

ACT 2: THE SCIENCE 
OF SOUNd
Thursday 16 August at 7pm 
Saturday 18 August at 7pm

Thomas Scelo and Peter Exton 
from Marshall day Acoustics 
will give a presentation on the 
science and art behind the newly 
refurbished acoustics in Hamer 
Hall. Having been the ears behind 
the transformation of performance 
spaces worldwide – from Perth to 
Paris, china to christchurch, even 
the MSO’s rehearsal home in the 
ABc’s Iwaki Auditorium – Marshall 
day Acoustics has revolutionized 
the way musicians and audiences 
alike experience music. In this 
20-minute talk, Thomas and Peter 
will reveal how you will hear your 
Orchestra in the new Hamer Hall.

BOARD
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Kee Wong
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Jonathan  
Grieves-Smith
Chorus Master

Helena Balazs
Chorus Coordinator

Lucy Bardoel
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OPERATIONS
Lou Oppenheim
Director of Operations

Angela Chilcott
Assistant Orchestra 
Manager 

Paul Freeman
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Kerstin Schulenburg 
Artist Liaison 

Alastair McKean
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Michael Stevens
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Joanna Krezel 
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Supervisor
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events taking place in the  
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fIRST VIOLINS
Wilma Smith
Harold Mitchell AC 
Concertmaster Chair 

Roy Theaker
Associate Concertmaster 

Peter Edwards
Assistant Principal

Kirsty Bremner
MSO Friends Chair

Sarah Curro
Lerida Delbridge
Peter Fellin
Deborah Goodall
Lorraine Hook
Kirstin Kenny
Ji Won Kim
Eleanor Mancini
Anne Martonyi
Mark Mogilevski 
Michelle Ruffolo
Kathryn Taylor

SECOND VIOLINS
Matthew Tomkins
Principal

Robert Macindoe
Associate Principal

Monica Curro
Assistant Principal

Mary Allison
Isin Cakmakcioglu
Cong Gu
Andrew Hall
Rachel Homburg 
Christine Johnson
David Shafir
Isy Wasserman
Philippa West
Patrick Wong
Roger Young

VIOLAS
Christopher Cartlidge
Principal

Fiona Sargeant 
Associate Principal

Trevor Jones
Assistant Principal

Katie Betts
Lauren Brigden
Katharine Brockman
Simon Collins
Gabrielle Halloran
Cindy Watkin
Justin Williams
Caleb Wright

CELLOS
David Berlin
Principal

Sarah Morse
Associate Principal

Nicholas Bochner
Assistant Principal

Miranda Brockman
Rohan de Korte
Sharon Draper
Joan Evans
Keith Johnson
Angela Sargeant
Michelle Wood

DOUBLE BASSES
Steve Reeves
Principal

Andrew Moon
Associate Principal

Sylvia Hosking
Assistant Principal

Damien Eckersley
Benjamin Hanlon
Suzanne Lee
Stephen Newton

fLUTES
Prudence Davis
Principal

Wendy Clarke
Associate Principal

Sarah Beggs

PICCOLO
Andrew Macleod 
Principal

OBOES
Jeffrey Crellin
Principal

Vicki Philipson
Associate Principal

COR ANGLAIS
Michael Pisani
Principal

CLARINETS
David Thomas
Elisabeth Murdoch 
Principal Clarinet Chair

Philip Arkinstall
Associate Principal

Craig Hill

BASS CLARINET
Jon Craven
Principal

BASSOONS
Elise Millman
Acting Principal

Brock Imison 
Acting Associate Principal 

Natasha Thomas

hORNS
Andrew Bain
Principal

Geoff Lierse 
Associate Principal

Saul Lewis
Principal 3rd

Trinette McClimont
Rachel Silver

TRUMPETS
Geoffrey Payne 
Principal

Shane Hooton
Associate Principal

William Evans
Julie Payne

TROMBONES
Brett Kelly
Principal

Kenneth McClimont
Associate Principal 

Michael Bertoncello

BASS TROMBONE
Eric Klay
Principal

TUBA
Tim Buzbee
Principal

TIMPANI
Christine Turpin
Principal

PERCUSSION
Robert Clarke 
Principal

John Arcaro
Robert Cossom

hARP
Julie Raines 
Principal

Sir Andrew Davis chief conductor Designate  
Tadaaki Otaka Principal Guest conductor 
Benjamin Northey Patricia riordan associate conductor chair

GUEST MUSICIANS
ACT 1
Rebecca Adler violin
Jo Beaumont violin
Stephanie Dean violin
Cameron Jamieson violin
Jenny Khafagi violin
Kana Ohashi violin
Lynette Rayner violin
Helen Ireland viola
Merewyn Bramble viola
Catherine Turnbull viola
Kalina Krusteva-Theaker cello
Zoe Wallace cello
Jonathan Heilbron double bass
Ann Blackburn oboe
Alex Morris clarinet
Jodie Upton clarinet
Chloe Turner contrabassoon
Julia Brooke horn
Georgia Ioakimidis-MacDougall horn
Heath Parkinson^ horn
Rachel Shaw horn
Daniel Henderson trumpet 
Tristan Rebien trumpet
Timothy Hook percussion
Daniel Richardson percussion
Leah Scholes percussion
Alannah Guthrie-Jones harp
Delyth Stafford harp
Leigh Harrold piano/celeste

ACT 2
Rebecca Adler violin
Jo Beaumont violin
Zoe Black violin
Jacqueline Edwards violin
Francesca Hiew violin
Robert John violin
Jenny Khafagi violin
Markiyan Melnychenko violin
William Clark viola 
Helen Ireland viola
Christa Jardine viola
Svetlana Bogosavljevic cello
Anna Pokorny cello
Dorit Herskovits double bass
Ann Blackburn oboe
Alex Morris clarinet
Chloe Turner contrabassoon
Ed Allen horn
Julia Brooke horn
Robert Johnson* guest principal horn
Rachel Shaw horn
Jessica Buzbee trombone
Charles MacInnes contrabass trombone
Alannah Guthrie-Jones harp
Yinuo Mu harp
Megan Reeve harp
Delyth Stafford harp

^   Courtesy of Tasmanian Symphony 
Orchestra

* Courtesy of Sydney Symphony

MELBOURNE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
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In the summer of 1802 Beethoven, 
as usual, retired to the country 
for a vacation. His preferred 
holiday spot was the village of 
Heiligenstadt just outside Vienna, 
but this particular summer saw 
a major crisis in the composer’s 
life. After his death, a document 
was found among his papers: 
now known as the Heiligenstadt 
Testament, it is a kind of will 
written in 1802 and addressed, 
but never sent to, Beethoven’s 
brothers. The document describes 
Beethoven’s anguish on realising 
that the deterioration of his 
hearing was incurable. It describes 
his humiliation at not hearing 
what others around him took for 
granted, such as the distant sound 
of a shepherd’s flute. It describes 
how he considered suicide, but 
only his art held him back. As he 
famously expressed it in a letter to a 
friend, Beethoven’s response to this 
crisis was a resolve to ‘take Fate by 
the throat’.

The Heiligenstadt Testament was 
obviously written after the crisis 
had passed, and in his new frame 
of mind Beethoven launched into 
the works of what scholars call 
his heroic period. The first of the 
‘Rasumovsky’ Quartets and the 
Eroica Symphony each expanded 
the sheer scale of its genre beyond 
anything previously imaginable, 
and in works like the Fifth 
Symphony Beethoven dramatises 
a titanic struggle and victory. The 
anecdote that Beethoven likened 
the Fifth’s distinctive rhythm to 
Fate knocking on the door is almost 
certainly apocryphal, but it is hard 
not to hear the intense drama 
of these works without a sense of 
cosmic conflict being overcome.

Beethoven spent subsequent 
summers in Heiligenstadt – the 
Eroica was largely composed there 
in the summer of 1803 – but in 
the Pastoral Symphony of 1808 he 
returns in his music to the scene 
of his existential crisis. Beethoven 
once wrote in a notebook of his 
desire to remain in the country. 
‘My unfortunate hearing does not 
plague me there. It is as if every 
tree spoke to me in the country: 
holy! holy! Ecstasy in the woods!’ 
This might give the impression of 
the work being a kind of Romantic 
or pantheist hymn, but that is far 
from being the case. There is no 
lone Caspar David Friedrich figure 
dwarfed by a forbidding forest. 
In fact, Beethoven’s Sixth is the 
fulfilment of certain Baroque and 
Classical conventions; perhaps 
Haydn’s Creation and Seasons are the 
immediate begetters of this work. 
The landscape which the symphony 
celebrates is peopled and worked. 

Beethoven was very precise in 
describing the symphony as about 
feeling rather than painting. The 
first movement expresses feelings 
of joy at arriving in the country 
through its seemingly simple, 
diatonic melody and moments 
where the harmony seems static but 
is enlivened by joyously repeated 
motifs. We may well picture 
Beethoven sitting alone by a brook 
in the second movement, enabled 
by the miracle of art to hear the 
bird calls. Like Haydn, though 
– who admitted that his tone-
painting of frogs in The Seasons was 
‘frenchified trash’ – Beethoven was 
mistrustful of art imitating nature. 
The bird calls were an afterthought, 
and perhaps an ironic one at that.

But the third movement is social 
as well as pastoral. It is collective 
humanity which celebrates to the 
strains of the town band – and that 
prefigures the use of ‘pop music’ 
elements in the all-embracing 
context of the finale of the Ninth 
Symphony. It is collective humanity 
which experiences the storm – the 
last gasp of the figure of Fate who is 
wrestled to the ground in the works 

{ aBoUT THE MUSIC } 

LUdWIG vAN 
BEETHOvEN
(1770–1827)

Symphony No.6 in f major 
Op.68, Pastoral

I  Awakening of happy 
feelings on arrival in the 
country (Allegro ma non 
troppo)

II  Scene by the brook 
(Andante molto mosso)

III  Peasants’ merrymaking 
(Allegro) –

IV Thunderstorm (Allegro) –
V  Shepherd’s song: 

Thanksgiving after the storm 
(Allegretto)

A LITHOGRAPH Of 1834 IN wHIcH 
BEETHOVEN IS dEPIcTEd cOMPOSING THE 
PASTORAL SyMPHONy By A BROOK
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between 1802 and the time of the 
Pastoral Symphony – and it is the 
universe at large which gives thanks 
in the finale. The simple arpeggios 
of the ‘thanksgiving’ theme may 
well evoke a shepherd’s artless tune 
– which Beethoven could no longer 
hear in reality – but they also reflect, 

in repose, the striving arpeggios of 
the Eroica’s main theme.

The Pastoral Symphony, then, lays 
the ghosts that besieged Beethoven 
in Heiligenstadt in 1802. It allows 
him to ‘hear’ birds’ calls and 
shepherd’s flutes, and reduces the 
fearsome figure of fate to nothing 

scarier than a thunderstorm. Not 
surprisingly, Beethoven felt he 
could leave the symphonic genre 
for some years after this. When 
he returned to it, it was with the 
cosmic dance of the Seventh.

Gordon Kerry © 2008

The first performance of Beethoven’s Sixth 
Symphony by the Melbourne Symphony 
Orchestra took place on 25 July 1942, under 
conductor Bernard Heinze. The Orchestra most 
recently performed it in its 2011 Beethoven 
Festival with Douglas Boyd.

INTERVAL 20 MiNUTES

HEILIGENSTAdT IN BEETHOVEN’S dAy
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The Ring cycle grew out of Wagner’s 
idea for an opera called Siegfrieds 
Tod (Siegfried’s Death), the text of 
which he sketched in 1848. Much 
of this material would end up in 
Götterdämmerung (The Twilight 
of the Gods), the last opera in 
the cycle. Wagner found that he 
needed to trace the Teutonic 
legend further and further back, 
ultimately producing a sequence 
of four operas which, as he once 
put it, contain ‘the world’s end 
and its beginning’. These are 
linked by a web of musical tags or 
leitmotifs, each of which represents 
a character, idea or emotion.

An avid polemicist, Wagner devoted 
his 1852 monograph Opera and 
Drama to the need to reform 
the genre along the lines that 
Gluck had in the 18th century, 
and execrated those works (such 
as Rossini’s) which elevated the 
singer, through the medium of the 
aria, to the primary role. At this 
time Wagner felt that in ‘music-
drama’ (his preferred term) the 
music should be seamless, and 
able to ‘completely stir, and also to 
completely satisfy, feeling’; vocal 
lines should in a sense be a kind of 
heightened speech, so as to render 
the libretto intelligible. Together 
with the stage picture, these 
elements in Wagner’s view fuse to 
form the ‘total work of art’ where 
no element draws attention to itself. 

In Das Rheingold, the first opera 
in the tetralogy, we can still hear 
the outlines of set-pieces – arias, 
interludes and so on. By Act I of 
Die Walküre, however, the ideals 
of Opera and Drama have been 
largely met. The cross-referencing 
effect of the leitmotifs gives the 
music an intense unity, and the 
vocal writing responds sensitively 
to the content of the text – here 
in a scenario which is almost 
claustrophobically intimate. 
Interestingly, though, when Wagner 
temporarily abandoned the third 
Ring opera, Siegfried, it was to write 
Tristan and Isolde, where the music 
is unarguably the most important 
element.

Die Walküre was completed in 1856 
and first presented at the command 
of King Ludwig of Bavaria in 1870. 
In 1876 it was seen as part of the 
first Ring cycle at Wagner’s theatre 
in Bayreuth.

The story so far:

In Das Rheingold, the Nibelung 
dwarf Alberich steals the gold 
guarded on the river’s bed by the 
Rhinemaidens. With it he fashions 
a magic ring which allows him 
to enslave his fellow Nibelungs. 
Meanwhile two giants, Fafner and 

RICHARd 
WAGNER
(1813–1883)

Die Walküre: Act I

Meagan Miller soprano 
(Sieglinde)

Stuart Skelton tenor 
(Siegmund)

daniel Sumegi bass-baritone 
(Hunding) 
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Fasolt, have completed the building 
of Valhalla, the castle of Wotan 
and his fellow gods. The agreed 
payment for their work is the 
goddess Freia, but Wotan reneges; 
with the help of the fire-god Loge 
he tricks Alberich into giving up 
his treasure (including the ring) in 
order to buy off the giants. Alberich 
curses the ring as it is taken from 
him, and sure enough the giants 
fight over it. Fafner kills his brother 
and retreats with the treasure to the 
wilderness (where he later assumes 
the form of a dragon). The Gods 
enter Valhalla in triumph, despite 
the pleas of the Rhinemaidens for 
the return of their gold, and the 
cynical asides of Loge, who knows 
that it will all end badly.

Between the end of Das Rheingold 
and Act I of Die Walküre, Wotan 
has had a couple of affairs. With 
the earth goddess, Erda, he has 
fathered the Valkyries, warrior 
maidens who gather the souls of 
fallen heroes and take them to 
Valhalla. The Ring, after all, is still 
at large, so Wotan’s power is not 
absolute and he needs a bodyguard. 
Disguised as a man, Wälse, he has 
also fathered twins with a mortal 
mother, hoping to produce a hero 
who will save the world from the 
net of curses and lies which Wotan 
has allowed to develop. The twins 
Siegmund and Sieglinde were 
separated as children, but meet 
again in Act I of Die Walküre.

Now read on:

The opera opens with a fierce 
orchestral storm, at the height of 
which Siegmund bursts into a hut 
built around a huge ash tree in the 
forest. He is fleeing from enemies 
and is exhausted, so asks the young 
woman in the hut for a drink. She 
is frightened, but gives him a drink, 
as Wagner’s music spins a passage 
of extraordinary warmth out of 
a high cello line. Neither knows 
the other’s identity, but a powerful 
attraction develops. Sieglinde, 
however, is married – against her 
will – to Hunding, who arrives home 
to the sound of a grim motif for 
horns and Wagner tubas. According 
to the rules of hospitality he must 
make his guest welcome, despite his 
evident distrust of this man who calls 
himself Wehwalt, or ‘son of sorrow’.

Siegmund describes how he, his 
mother and sister lived in the forest 
until a day when he came home 
to find the women gone and their 
hut destroyed. In the course of the 
discussion, however, it becomes 
clear that the enemies from whom 
Siegmund was fleeing are Hunding’s 
clan. As Siegmund killed some 
of them, Hunding gives him the 
protection of his house for the night, 
but vows vengeance on the unarmed 
Siegmund the following morning.

Left alone, Siegmund remembers 
that his father once promised that 
he would provide a sword in the 
time of highest need. Sieglinde, 
who has drugged her husband, 
returns and tells Siegmund that 
on her wedding night a disguised 
stranger (whom the orchestra 
identifies for us as Wotan) strode 
into the hut and plunged into the 
trunk of the ash tree a sword which 
no-one has been able to pull out. 
The C major trumpet arpeggio 
which represents the sword glows in 
the orchestra.

Suddenly the hut’s door blows open 
to reveal a spring landscape bathed 
in moonlight. Siegmund sings what 
is almost a conventional aria about 
the passing of winter’s storms and 
reveals that he is Siegmund the 
Wälsung; Sieglinde responds by 
revealing her identity as his twin 
sister. He pulls the sword from the 
tree and calls it ‘Nothung’ (from 
Not or ‘need’) and the twins rush 
into the forest to consummate their 
love for each other and continue 
the Wälsung blood-line as the 
curtain falls.

And then:

Siegmund must, of course, die for 
breaking the incest taboo, and 
Brünnhilde, the Valkyrie of the 
title, will be punished for trying to 
help him in defiance of her father. 
But Sieglinde will escape, and give 
birth to Siegfried, and there will 
be two more operas before the 
Rhinemaidens get their gold back.

Gordon Kerry © 2004

The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra gave 
a complete concert performance of Die 
Walküre in August 1981 conducted by Sir 
Charles Mackerras, and of Act I in September 
2004 with conductor Oleg Caetani, Larissa 
Shevchenko (Sieglinde), Glenn Winslade 
(Siegmund) and Bruce Martin (Hunding).

ORIGINAL SET dESIGN fOR AcT I Of DiE WALKüRE
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MEET YOUR MSO MUSiCiAN
ROHAN dE KORTE

rohan de Korte has been a member of the Melbourne 
Symphony orchestra cello section since 2009. rohan chose 
to play the cello at the age of five because it was bigger 
than a violin, and studied with Henry Wenig and Nelson 
cooke before choosing musical studies in Europe over a 
career in basketball – the chicago Bulls hadn’t called. 
rohan studied in croatia with Valter Despalj and at the 
cologne Hochschule for Music with claus Kanngiesser, 
and received chamber music lessons with the alban Berg 
Quartett. returning to australia in 2000 rohan freelanced 
with the Sydney Symphony before becoming associate 
Principal cello of orchestra Victoria. 

He plays a lot of chamber music with friends and has even 
tried composing; his debut piece, The Haunted House, is 

extremely popular with younger audiences. 

rohan’s cello is a beautiful German instrument from 
1720 and his favourite composer is Beethoven, 
although Mahler’s Ninth Symphony wins as his favourite 
piece. He has a lovely wife, caroline, and three very 
rowdy sons who think that playing the cello is very 
funny yet interesting, and, after suffering a broken 
neck, rohan has vowed never to try surfing again.

The music that changed my life is...
Hearing Rostropovich play when I 
was about 10 and feeling sad that he 
wasn’t allowed to go home.

My greatest musical heroes and 
biggest influences are...
The Alban Berg Quartet and 
Michael Jordan. I used to watch his 
videos and then go and practice.

What is your favourite place in the 
world to “just be”? 
Watching storms roll in across the 
bay – or body surfing.

What is your favourite Melbourne 
Symphony Orchestra memory? 
Hearing the Orchestra’s concert in 
Cologne in January 2000.

Which book do you think everyone 
must read?
The Very Hungry Caterpillar. 

Which musical figures would you 
invite to your house for dinner? 
And what would you serve?
Rossini – he could cook!

What are your three favourite 
movies? 
The good, the bad and the ugly; 
Papillon; Ratatouille

What is your ideal classical concert 
program?
Anything amazing that I hear for 
the first time.

What attracted you to join an 
orchestra? 
Love the energy and atmosphere 
on stage – everyone belonging to 
something bigger and better.

{ MEET YoUr MSO MUSICIAN } 
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Siegmund 
Wes Herd dies auch sei, hier muß ich rasten. 

Sieglinde 

Ein fremder Mann? Ihn muß ich fragen.

Wer kam ins Haus und liegt dort am Herd?

Müde liegt er, von Weges Müh’n.
Schwanden die Sinne ihm? Wäre er siech?

Noch schwillt ihm der Atem; das Auge nur schloß er. –
Mutig dünkt mich der Mann, sank er müd’ auch hin. 

Siegmund 
Ein Quell! Ein Quell! 

Sieglinde 
Erquickung schaff’ ich.

Labung biet’ ich dem lechzenden Gaumen:
Wasser, wie du gewollt.

Siegmund 
Kühlende Labung gab mir der Quell,
des Müden Last machte er leicht:
erfrischt ist der Mut,
das Aug’ erfreut des Sehens selige Lust.
Wer ist’s, der so mir es labt?

dIE WALKüRE (THE vALKyRIE)
fIRST ACT
In the middle of the room is the trunk of a mighty ash 
tree, whose enormous roots reach far down into the 
ground; the trunk is divided from its branches by a 
wooden roof, which has openings cut out so that the 
trunk and branches can reach through it. Under the 
roof there are wooden walls built around the ash trunk 
decorated with plaited and woven rugs. In the front 
right-hand corner there is the stove with its chimney 
leading out through the roof: behind the stove there 
is a small room, like a larder, which is reached by a few 
wooden steps: a plaited rug hangs in front of it half 
thrown back. In the background there is the entrance 
with a plain wooden bolt. To the left there is a door to 

a bedroom also with steps leading up to it. More to the 
front on the same side is a table with a bench mounted 
to the wall behind it and wooden stools.

There’s a short orchestral overture depicting a fierce, 
stormy movement. As the curtain opens, Siegmund 
rushes in through the entrance door: it’s getting dark, 
a violent thunderstorm is just subsiding. Siegmund 
holds on to the door bolt for a moment while he 
surveys the room: he seems worn out and exhausted, 
his clothes and his looks show that he is on the run. 
As he can see no one in the room, he closes the door, 
walks up to the stove and lets himself sink down onto a 
bearskin rug.

Siegmund:
Whoever owns this place, I have to rest here.

(He lies down and stays there for a while without 
moving. Sieglinde enters from the bedroom; she 
believes her husband has returned home: she is 
surprised to find a stranger lying in front of her stove.)

Sieglinde:
(still in the background)
A stranger? I have to ask him.
(She calmly goes a few steps towards him.)
Who has come into the house and lies in front of the stove?
(Since Siegmund does not move, she steps closer and 
observes him.)
He must be tired from travelling.
Is he unconscious? Is he sick?
(She bends down and listens.)
He is still breathing, he only has his eyes closed. –
He seems a brave man, even though he is tired now.

Siegmund:
(suddenly lifts his head)
A drink! A drink!

Sieglinde:
I will fetch you one.
(She takes a drinking horn and goes outside. She 
comes back and gives the filled horn to Siegmund.)
To soothe your yearning throat:
Water, as you wished.

(Siegmund drinks and gives her back the empty horn. 
He nods his head to thank her and starts to become 
interested in her features.)

Siegmund:
The drink refreshed me,
It eased a tired man’s load:
The spirit is revived,
The eye takes pleasure in seeing.
Who is it who pleases my eye?
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Sieglinde 
Dies Haus und dies Weib sind Hundings Eigen;
gastlich gönn’ er dir Rast: harre, bis heim er kehrt! 

Siegmund 
Waffenlos bin ich:
dem wunden Gast wird dein Gatte nicht wehren. 

Sieglinde 

Die Wunden weise mir schnell! 

Siegmund 

Gering sind sie, der Rede nicht wert;
noch fügen des Leibes Glieder sich fest.
Hätten halb so stark wie mein Arm
Schild und Speer mir gehalten,
nimmer floh ich dem Feind,
doch zerschellten mir Speer und Schild.
Der Feinde Meute hetzte mich müd’,
Gewitterbrunst brach meinen Leib;
doch schneller, als ich der Meute,
schwand die Müdigkeit mir:
sank auf die Lider mir Nacht;
die Sonne lacht mir nun neu. 

Sieglinde 

Des seimigen Metes süßen Trank
mög’st du mir nicht verschmähn. 

Siegmund 
Schmecktest du mir ihn zu? 

Siegmund 

Einen Unseligen labtest du:
Unheil wende der Wunsch von dir! 

Gerastet hab’ ich und süß geruht.
Weiter wend’ ich den Schritt. 

Sieglinde 

Wer verfolgt dich, daß du schon fliehst? 

Siegmund 

Mißwende folgt mir, wohin ich fliehe;
Mißwende naht mir, wo ich mich neige. –
Dir, Frau, doch bleibe sie fern!
Fort wend’ ich Fuß und Blick. 

Sieglinde:
This house and this wench are Hunding’s;
He welcomes your rest: stay until he returns!

Siegmund:
I have no weapons:
Your husband will not harm an injured guest.

Sieglinde:
(With worried haste.)
Quickly, show me your injuries!

Siegmund:
(Shakes himself and jumps up from the rug.)
They are benign, not worth mentioning;
My body is still strong.
If shield and spear were
Half as strong as my arm,
I would have never fled the enemy,
But spear and shield were shattered.
The enemy pack tired me out in their pursuit,
The thunderstorm broke my body;
But quicker than I escaped the pack,
The tiredness was gone:
Night fell on my eyelids;
Now the sun shines again for me.

Sieglinde:
(Goes to the larder, fills a horn with mead and 
offers it to Siegmund with friendly eagerness.)
You must not refuse
This sweet drink of mead.

Siegmund:
Will you taste it for me?

(Sieglinde takes a small sip and offers it to him 
again. Siegmund looks at her while he is drinking 
and his expression becomes warmer. When he 
puts down the horn, his face darkens. He sighs 
heavily and looks gloomily to the floor.)

Siegmund:
(His voice trembling.)
You have welcomed an unfortunate man:
May misfortune keep away from you!
(He quickly gets ready to leave.)
I have had a sweet rest.
Now I have to go on.
(He moves towards the back.)

Sieglinde:
(Turns around lively.)
Who is chasing you that you have to flee again already?

Siegmund:
(Stopped by her call, turns around, slowly and 
depressed.)
Misfortune follows me wherever I flee;
Misfortune awaits me wherever I go. –
You, wench, should be spared from it!
I will leave you.
(He walks quickly to the door and lifts the bolt.)
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Sieglinde 

So bleibe hier!
Nicht bringst du Unheil dahin, 
wo Unheil im Hause wohnt! 

Siegmund 

Wehwalt hieß ich mich selbst:
Hunding will ich erwarten. 

Sieglinde 

Müd am Herd fand ich den Mann:
Not führt’ ihn ins Haus. 

Hunding 
Du labtest ihn? 

Sieglinde 
Den Gaumen letzt’ ich ihm, gastlich sorgt’ ich sein! 

Siegmund 

Dach und Trank dank’ ich ihr:
willst du dein Weib drum schelten? 

Hunding 
Heilig ist mein Herd: –
heilig sei dir mein Haus! 

Rüst’ uns Männern das Mahl! 

Wie gleicht er dem Weibe!
Der gleißende Wurm glänzt auch ihm aus dem Auge. 

Weit her, traun, kamst du des Wegs;
ein Roß nicht ritt, der Rast hier fand:
welch schlimme Pfade schufen dir Pein? 

Sieglinde:
(Forgets herself and calls after him.)
So stay here!
You cannot bring misfortune to a home
Where it already lives !
(Siegmund stops in shock; he tries to read Sieglinde’s 
face; she casts down her eyes in shame. A long silence.)

Siegmund:
(Coming back.)
I called myself Wehwalt:
I will wait for Hunding.

(He leans against the stove; he looks at Sieglinde 
calmly and with empathy; she slowly looks up to him. 
Silently they look into each other’s eyes for a long time, 
overcome by emotion.)

(Suddenly Sieglinde turns around, listens and hears 
Hunding, who leads his horse to the stable outside. 
She quickly walks to the door and opens it; Hunding, 
armed with shield and spear, comes in and stops under 
the door, when he sees Siegmund. Hunding turns to 
Sieglinde with a serious and questioning look)

Sieglinde:
(Countering Hunding’s look.)
I found this man tired in front of our stove:
Destitute he came to this house.

Hunding:
You gave him food and drink?

Sieglinde:
I gave him to drink, I treated him like a guest!

Siegmund:
(Looks calmly straight at Hunding.)
I thank her for a roof over my head and a drink:
Do you want to reproach your wife for that?

Hunding:
Holy is my stove: –
Holy be my house to you!

(He takes off his weapons and gives them to Sieglinde. 
He says to her:)
Prepare a meal for us men!
(Sieglinde hangs the weapons on branches of the ash 
tree, then fetches food and drink from the larder and 
sets the table for dinner. She cannot help looking at 
Siegmund.)
(Hunding, astonished, harshly compares Siegmund’s 
looks to his wife’s.)
How similar to my wife he looks!
The fiery worm glistens also in his eye.

(He hides his suspicions, and in a friendly manner turns 
to Siegmund:)
You have come from far away, then;
Without a horse, and found hospitality here:
What troubled paths did bring you pain?
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Siegmund 
Durch Wald und Wiese, Heide und Hain,
jagte mich Sturm und starke Not:
nicht kenn’ ich den Weg, den ich kam.
Wohin ich irrte, weiß ich noch minder:
Kunde gewänn’ ich des gern. 

Hunding 

Des Dach dich deckt, des Haus dich hegt,
Hunding heißt der Wirt;
wendest von hier du nach West den Schritt,
in Höfen reich hausen dort Sippen,
die Hundings Ehre behüten.
Gönnt mir Ehre mein Gast,
wird sein Name nun mir gennant. 

Hunding 

Trägst du Sorge, mir zu vertraun,
der Frau hier gib doch Kunde:
sieh, wie gierig sie dich frägt! 

Sieglinde 

Gast, wer du bist, wüßt’ ich gern. 

Siegmund 

Friedmund darf ich nicht heißen;
Frohwalt möcht’ ich wohl sein:
doch Wehwalt mußt ich mich nennen.
Wolfe, der war mein Vater;
zu zwei kam ich zur Welt,
eine Zwillingsschwester und ich.
Früh schwanden mir Mutter und Maid.
Die mich gebar und die mit mir sie barg,
kaum hab’ ich je sie gekannt.
Wehrlich und stark war Wolfe;
der Feinde wuchsen ihm viel.
Zum Jagen zog mit dem Jungen der Alte:
Von Hetze und Harst einst kehrten wir heim:
da lag das Wolfsnest leer.
Zu Schutt gebrannt der prangende Saal,
zum Stumpf der Eiche blühender Stamm;
erschlagen der Mutter mutiger Leib,
verschwunden in Gluten der Schwester Spur:
uns schuf die herbe Not
der Neidinge harte Schar.
Geächtet floh der Alte mit mir;
lange Jahre lebte der Junge
mit Wolfe im wilden Wald:
manche Jagd ward auf sie gemacht;
doch mutig wehrte das Wolfspaar sich. 

Siegmund:
Through forests and fields, over moors and through woods,
storm and desperation hunted me:
I do not know the way I came.
I do not know where I wandered.
I would like to know myself.

Hunding:
(At the table, offering Siegmund a seat:)
The roof over your head, the house you’re in,
Hunding is the name of your landlord;
If you turn west from here,
There are farmhouses full of families
Who protect Hunding’s honour.
Now do me the honour my guest,
And tell me your name.

(Siegmund, who has taken a seat at the table, looks 
thoughtfully in front of him. Sieglinde, who is seated 
next to Hunding and opposite Siegmund, fixes her eyes 
on him with great sympathy and anticipation.)

Hunding
(Observing both.)
If you are worried about trusting me,
Tell this woman:
Look how greedily she asks!

Sieglinde
(Unrestrained and passionately.)
Guest, I’d love to know who you are.

Siegmund
(Looks up and into her eyes, and begins seriously:)
I am not allowed to call myself Peaceful;
I would like to be Cheerful:
I had to say my name was Woeful.
Wolfe was my father;
Two of us were born,
A twin sister and me.
I lost mother and sister early.
She who gave birth to me, and she who was born with me,
I hardly knew them.
Defendable and strong was Wolf;
He made many enemies.
The boy and the father went hunting together:
When we returned from the chase:
The Wolf’s nest was empty.
The hall was burnt down,
The oak tree’s blossoming trunk was almost gone;
Slain the mother’s brave body,
The sister’s tracks lost in the fire:
We were created through desperation
Of other clans’ jealousies.
The outlawed father fled with me;
For years the boy lived
With Wolf in the wild woods:
They were often chased;
But they defended themselves bravely.
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Ein Wölfing kündet dir das,
den als "Wölfing" mancher wohl kennt. 

Hunding 
Wunder und wilde Märe kündest du, kühner Gast, 
Wehwalt – der Wölfing!
Mich dünkt, von dem wehrlichen Paar
vernahm ich dunkle Sage,
kannt’ ich auch Wolfe und Wölfing nicht. 

Sieglinde 
Doch weiter künde, Fremder:
wo weilt dein Vater jetzt? 

Siegmund 
Ein starkes Jagen auf uns stellten die Neidinge an:
der Jäger viele fielen den Wölfen,
in Flucht durch den Wald
trieb sie das Wild.
Wie Spreu zerstob uns der Feind.
Doch ward ich vom Vater versprengt;
seine Spur verlor ich, je länger ich forschte:
eines Wolfes Fell nur
traf ich im Forst;
leer lag das vor mir, den Vater fand ich nicht.
Aus dem Wald trieb es mich fort;
mich drängt’ es zu Männern und Frauen.
Wieviel ich traf, wo ich sie fand,
ob ich um Freund’, um Frauen warb,
immer doch war ich geächtet:
Unheil lag auf mir.
Was Rechtes je ich riet, andern dünkte es arg,
was schlimm immer mir schien,
andre gaben ihm Gunst.
In Fehde fiel ich, wo ich mich fand,
Zorn traf mich, wohin ich zog;
gehrt’ ich nach Wonne, weckt’ ich nur Weh’:
drum mußt’ ich mich Wehwalt nennen;
des Wehes waltet’ ich nur. 

Hunding 
Die so leidig Los dir beschied,
nicht liebte dich die Norn’:

froh nicht grüßt dich der Mann,
dem fremd als Gast du nahst. 

Sieglinde 
Feige nur fürchten den, der waffenlos einsam fährt! –
Künde noch, Gast,
wie du im Kampf zuletzt die Waffe verlorst! 

Siegmund 

Ein trauriges Kind rief mich zum Trutz:
vermählen wollte der Magen Sippe
dem Mann ohne Minne die Maid.
Wider den Zwang zog ich zum Schutz, der Dränger 

(turning to Hunding)
A Wolf-cub tells you this,
And as ‘Wolf-cub’ I'm known to many folk.

Hunding:
You speak of wonders and wild tales, brave guest,
Woeful – Wolf-cub!
I believe to have heard the dark saga
Of this defendable pair,
Even though I did not know Wolf and Wolf-cub.

Sieglinde:
Keep going, stranger:
Where is your father now?

Siegmund:
The Neidinge were after us in heavy chase:
Many hunters were killed by the Wolfs,
The game drove them 
Through the woods in pursuit.
The enemy dispersed like chaff.
But I was separated from my father;
The more I searched, the more I lost his tracks:
Only a wolfskin
Did I find in the forest;
It lay empty in front of me, I did not find the father.
I hurried out of the woods;
I wanted to be amongst men and women.
However many I found, wherever I found them,
Whether I tried to win a friend or a woman,
I was always an outcast:
Misfortune lay on me.
When I advised the right thing, it seemed wrong to the others,
What seemed wrong to me,
The others favoured.
I found dispute, wherever I was,
Wrath came to me, wherever I went;
When I wanted happiness, I only encountered sorrow:
This is why I had to call myself ‘Woeful’;
Since I am the sorrow’s keeper.

(He looks at Sieglinde and gets a sympathetic look back.)

Hunding:
The Norn who gave you such bad luck,
Did not love you. 
(Norn = mythical beings in Germanic mythology who 
determine the fate of mortals)
A man does not happily welcome you,
When such a stranger arrives as a guest.

Sieglinde:
Only cowards are afraid of someone weaponless and lonely! –
Tell, guest,
How did you lose your weapon in the last fight!

Siegmund:
(more and more lively)
A sad child called me to her aid:
Her clan wanted to marry her
To a man she did not love.
I came to defend her against this wrong,
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Troß traf ich im Kampf: dem Sieger sank der Feind.
Erschlagen lagen die Brüder:
die Leichen umschlang da die Maid,
den Grimm verjagt’ ihr der Gram.
Mit wilder Tränen Flut betroff sie weinend die Wal:
um des Mordes der eignen Brüder
klagte die unsel’ge Braut.
Der Erschlagnen Sippen stürmten daher;
übermächtig ächzten nach Rache sie;
rings um die Stätte ragten mir Feinde.
Doch von der Wal wich nicht die Maid;
mit Schild und Speer schirmt’ ich sie lang’,
bis Speer und Schild im Harst mir zerhaun.
Wund und waffenlos stand ich –
sterben sah ich die Maid:
mich hetzte das wütende Heer –
auf den Leichen lag sie tot. 

Nun weißt du, fragende Frau,
warum ich Friedmund nicht heiße! 

Hunding 

Ich weiß ein wildes Geschlecht,
nicht heilig ist ihm, was andern hehr:
verhaßt ist es allen und mir.
Zur Rache ward ich gerufen,
Sühne zu nehmen für Sippenblut:
zu spät kam ich, und kehrte nun heim,
des flücht’gen Frevlers Spur im eignen Haus zu 
erspähn. – 

Mein Haus hütet, Wölfing, dich heut’;
für die Nacht nahm ich dich auf;
mit starker Waffe doch wehre dich morgen;
zum Kampfe kies’ ich den Tag:
für Tote zahlst du mir Zoll. 

Hunding 

Fort aus dem Saal! Säume hier nicht!
Den Nachttrunk rüste mir drin und harre mein’ zur 
Ruh’. 

I met her clan in the battle:
The brothers lay slain:
The maid embraced the corpses,
Her sorrow chased away her fear.
With wild floods of tears did she cry on the field:
The murdering of her brothers
The unfortunate bride bemoaned.
The slains’ clan stormed in;
desperately crying for revenge;
I was surrounded by enemies.
But the maiden did not move from the field
I protected her with shield and spear for a long time,
until spear and shield were broken.
Wounded and weaponless was I –
I saw the maid dying:
I was chased by the angry mob –
She lay dead on top of the corpses.

(He addresses Sieglinde:)
Now you know, asking woman,
Why I cannot be called Peaceful!

(He gets up and walks over to the stove. Sieglinde, pale 
and deeply shaken, looks down onto the floor.)

Hunding:
(Gets up, very grim)
I know a wild clan,
Nothing is holy to them:
They are hated by everyone, and by me.
I was called for revenge,
To retaliate for our clan’s blood:
I was too late, and now that I’m returned,
I find the fugitive criminal in my own house. –

(He walks around.)
Tonight, Wolf-cub, my house will protect you;
I will take you in for the night;
But tomorrow you have to defend yourself with a strong weapon;
I call the day for a fight:
You have to pay for the deaths.

(Sieglinde worriedly steps between the two men.)

Hunding:
(angry)
Leave the hall! Do not stand around here!
Fetch me my nightcap and wait for me in the bed chamber.

(Sieglinde hesitates for a while. Slowly she goes to the 
larder. There she stops and stays with her face half 
turned away. Calmly she opens the cupboard, fills a 
drink horn and adds some herbs from a tin. Then 
she glances over to Siegmund trying to catch his look, 
which has followed her. She notices Hunding’s stare and 
immediately turns around to go to the bed chamber. As 
she walks up the stairs, she turns around once more to 
look at Siegmund and to signal a spot on the ash’s trunk. 
Hunding turns around violently and gestures her to go 
away. After a last look at Siegmund she goes into the 
bedroom and closes the door behind her.) 
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Hunding 

Mit Waffen wehrt sich der Mann. 

Dich Wölfing treffe ich morgen;
mein Wort hörtest du, hüte dich wohl! 

Siegmund 
Ein Schwert verhieß mir der Vater,
ich fänd’ es in höchster Not.
Waffenlos fiel ich in Feindes Haus;
seiner Rache Pfand, raste ich hier: –
ein Weib sah ich, wonnig und hehr:
entzückend Bangen zehrt mein Herz.
Zu der mich nun Sehnsucht zieht,
die mit süßem Zauber mich sehrt,
im Zwange hält sie der Mann,
der mich Wehrlosen höhnt!
Wälse! Wälse! Wo ist dein Schwert?
Das starke Schwert,
das im Sturm ich schwänge,
bricht mir hervor aus der Brust,
was wütend das Herz noch hegt? 

Was gleißt dort hell im Glimmerschein?
Welch ein Strahl bricht aus der Esche Stamm?
Des Blinden Auge leuchtet ein Blitz:
lustig lacht da der Blick.
Wie der Schein so hehr das Herz mir sengt!
Ist es der Blick der blühenden Frau,
den dort haftend sie hinter sich ließ,
als aus dem Saal sie schied? 

Nächtiges Dunkel deckte mein Aug’,
ihres Blickes Strahl streifte mich da:
Wärme gewann ich und Tag.
Selig schien mir der Sonne Licht;
den Scheitel umgliß mir ihr wonniger Glanz –
bis hinter Bergen sie sank. 

Noch einmal, da sie schied,
traf mich abends ihr Schein;
selbst der alten Esche Stamm
erglänzte in goldner Glut:
da bleicht die Blüte, das Licht verlischt;
nächtiges Dunkel deckt mir das Auge:
tief in des Busens Berge glimmt nur noch lichtlose Glut.

Hunding:
(takes his weapons from the tree trunk)
A man defends himself with weapons.
(turns to Siegmund while he walks away)
I will meet you, Wolf-cub, tomorrow;
You heard me, be careful!
(He takes his weapons into the bedroom; he bolts the 
door from the inside.)
(Siegmund is on his own. It has become completely 
dark, there is only a small fire in the stove to shed light 
in the hall. Siegmund lays down close to the fire and is 
deeply in thought for a while.)

Siegmund:
My father promised me a sword,
I would find it in the greatest need.
Weaponless I find myself in the house of an enemy;
His vengeance’s pledge, if I stay: –
I saw a wench, delightful and beautiful:
My heart is torn by anxious worry.
Longing draws me to her
I’m under her sweet spell,
Yet she is held captive by the man,
Who scorns me who is defenceless!
Wälse! Wälse! Where is your sword?
The strong sword,
I would brandish in the storm,
Tears out from my chest,
What else lives in my angry heart?

(The fire dies; suddenly a bright ray of light emerges 
from the dying fire and shines onto the spot on the ash 
trunk which Sieglinde pointed out before and where 
now a sword handle is clearly visible.)
What glistens so brightly in the beam of light?
What ray emerges from the ash’s trunk?
A flash lightens the blind man’s eye:
The sight laughs cheerfully.
Like the ray burns my heart!
Is it the look of the blossoming woman,
Which lingers there,
After she left the hall?

(The fire in the stove gradually dies down.)
The darkness of the night covered my eye,
When a ray of her look brushed me:
I gained warmth and a day.
The light of the sun seemed holy;
Its brightness shone on my head –
Until it set behind the mountains.

(The fire becomes stronger once more.)
Once more, as she was leaving,
I was touched by her ray;
Even the old ash’s trunk
glistened golden:
Then the blossom faded, the light dwindled;
The dark of the night covered my eye:
Only in the mountain’s depth is there a pale glow of embers.
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Sieglinde 
Schläfst du, Gast? 

Siegmund 

Wer schleicht daher? 

Sieglinde 

Ich bin’s: höre mich an!
In tiefem Schlaf liegt Hunding;
ich würzt’ ihm betäubenden Trank:
nütze die Nacht dir zum Heil! 

Siegmund 

Heil macht mich dein Nah’n! 

Sieglinde 
Eine Waffe laß mich dir weisen: o wenn du sie gewännst! 
Den hehrsten Helden dürft’ ich dich heißen:
dem Stärksten allein ward sie bestimmt.
O merke wohl, was ich dir melde!
Der Männer Sippe saß hier im Saal,
von Hunding zur Hochzeit geladen:
er freite ein Weib,
das ungefragt Schächer ihm schenkten zur Frau.
Traurig saß ich, während sie tranken;
ein Fremder trat da herein:
ein Greis in blauem Gewand;
tief hing ihm der Hut,
der deckt’ ihm der Augen eines;
doch des andren Strahl, Angst schuf es allen,
traf die Männer sein mächtiges Dräu’n:
mir allein weckte das Auge
süß sehnenden Harm,
Tränen und Trost zugleich.
Auf mich blickt’ er und blitzte auf jene,
als ein Schwert in Händen er schwang;
das stieß er nun in der Esche Stamm,
bis zum Heft haftet’ es drin:
dem sollte der Stahl geziemen,
der aus dem Stamm es zög’.
Der Männer alle, so kühn sie sich mühten,
die Wehr sich keiner gewann;
Gäste kamen und Gäste gingen,
die stärksten zogen am Stahl –
keinen Zoll entwich er dem Stamm:
dort haftet schweigend das Schwert. –
Da wußt’ ich, wer der war,
der mich Gramvolle gegrüßt; ich weiß auch,
wem allein im Stamm das Schwert er bestimmt.
O fänd’ ich ihn hier und heut’, den Freund;
käm’ er aus Fremden zur ärmsten Frau.
Was je ich gelitten in grimmigem Leid,

(The fire is completely extinguished: dark night. 
Quietly the door to the bedroom opens: Sieglinde, in a 
white dress, appears and walks softly, but quickly, over 
to the stove).

Sieglinde:
Are you asleep, guest?

Siegmund:
(Jumps up surprised but cheerful.)
Who goes there?

Sieglinde:
(In mysterious haste)
It’s me: Listen!
Hunding is fast asleep;
I drugged his drink:
Use the night for your rescue!

Siegmund:
(interrupts her passionately)
My rescue is your appearance!

Sieglinde:
Let me show you a weapon: Oh if you could win it!
I would call you the bravest hero:
It was meant for the strongest only.
Oh listen up of what I will tell you!
The men’s assembly sat together in the hall,
Invited by Hunding for the wedding:
He married a wench,
Who without being asked was given to him by scoundrels.
I sadly sat there, while they were drinking;
A stranger entered:
An old man in a blue gown;
The hat drawn deeply into his face,
Covering one eye;
But the flash of the other scared them all,
It hit the men forcefully:
Only in me did the eye awaken
A sweet longing sensation,
Tears and comfort in one.
He looked at me and flashed the others,
When he brandished a sword in his hands;
He thrust it in the ash’s trunk,
Until only the handle could be seen:
This metal will belong to the one
who can pull it from the trunk.
From all the men, although they tried very hard,
no one could win it;
Guests came and guests went,
The strongest pulled at the steel –
It did not move an inch from the trunk:
There the sword silently rests. –
Then I knew who he was,
Who greeted me when I was sad; I also know
For whom the sword in the trunk is meant.
Oh if I found him here today, the friend;
He would come from afar to the poorest woman.
All that I suffered in harsh sorrow,
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was je mich geschmerzt in Schande und Schmach, –
süßeste Rache sühnte dann alles!
Erjagt hätt’ ich, was je ich verlor,
was je ich beweint, wär’ mir gewonnen,
fänd’ ich den heiligen Freund,
umfing’ den Helden mein Arm! 

Siegmund 

Dich selige Frau hält nun der Freund,
dem Waffe und Weib bestimmt!
Heiß in der Brust brennt mir der Eid,
der mich dir Edlen vermählt.
Was je ich ersehnt, ersah ich in dir;
in dir fand ich, was je mir gefehlt!
Littest du Schmach,
und schmerzte mich Leid;
war ich geächtet, und warst du entehrt:
freudige Rache lacht nun den Frohen!
Auf lach’ ich in heiliger Lust,
halt’ ich dich Hehre umfangen,
fühl’ ich dein schlagendes Herz! 

Sieglinde 

Ha, wer ging? Wer kam herein?

Siegmund 

Keiner ging – doch einer kam:
siehe, der Lenz lacht in den Saal! 

Winterstürme wichen 
dem Wonnemond,
in mildem Lichte leuchtet der Lenz;
auf linden Lüften leicht und lieblich,
Wunder webend er sich wiegt;
durch Wald und Auen weht sein Atem,
weit geöffnet lacht sein Aug’: –
aus sel’ger Vöglein Sange süß er tönt,
holde Düfte haucht er aus;
seinem warmen Blut entblühen wonnige Blumen,
Keim und Sproß entspringt seiner Kraft.
Mit zarter Waffen Zier bezwingt er die Welt;
Winter und Sturm wichen der starken Wehr:
wohl mußte den tapfern Streichen
die strenge Türe auch weichen,
die trotzig und starr uns trennte von ihm. –
Zu seiner Schwester schwang er sich her;
die Liebe lockte den Lenz:
in unsrem Busen barg sie sich tief;
nun lacht sie selig dem Licht.

All that hurt me in shame and disgrace, –
The sweetest revenge would make up for it all!
I’d hunted down what I lost,
What I cried for, I’d won,
If I found the holy friend,
I would embrace the hero!

Siegmund:
(passionately embracing Sieglinde)
You, blessed woman, are now held by the friend,
Who is destined for weapon and wench!
The oath burns hot in my chest,
That will unite me with you, noble woman.
All I ever yearned for, I can see in you;
In you I found all that I missed!
If you suffered disgrace,
Sorrow pained me;
When I was outlawed, you were shamed:
Sweet vengeance is now ours!
I laugh out loud in holy pleasure,
I hold your beauty in my embrace,
And feel your beating heart!

(The entrance door is thrown open.)

Sieglinde:
(Startled, she tears away from him.)
Hey, who goes there? Who entered?

(The door remains wide open: outside a beautiful 
spring night; the full moon glistens and shines its light 
onto the couple, who suddenly perceive themselves 
together.)

Siegmund:
(in quiet delight)
No one left – but someone came:
Look, spring laughs into the hall!

(Siegmund pulls Sieglinde with gentle force down next 
to him on the rug. The moonlight becomes brighter.)

Winter’s storms gave way 
To the moon of delight,
Spring shines in the mild light;
And over soft airs she gently sways,
Weaving wonders;
Her breath flows through woods and fields,
Her wide eyes laugh: –
She resonates in blessed birds’ songs,
She breathes sweet perfumes;
Beautiful flowers blossom from her warm blood,
Seeds and buds emerge from her power.
She subjugates the world with tender weapons;
Winter and storm yielded to her mighty force:
And to her playful powers 
Had also give way this strong door,
Which stubborn and stiff divided us from her. –
She joined her sister;
Love allured the spring:
She was shrouded deep in our chests,
Now she laughs happily in the light.
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The brother rescued bride and sister;
In ruins now lays what divided them:
Joyfully greets the couple each other:
United are love and spring!

Sieglinde:
You are the spring I waited for
During the cold winter’s reign.
My heart welcomed you with holy dread,
When I first saw your look.
I only beheld strangeness coming from afar,
While here there was sorrow.
Whatever came was as if I’d never known it.
But I clearly and distinctly knew you:
When I saw you,
You were my own;
What I hid in my bosom, what I am,
It emerged like broad daylight,
Oh, like a loud sound against my ear,
When in a cold and lonely strange country
I first lay eyes on a friend.

(She embraces him with delight and looks up into his 
face.)

Siegmund:
(touched with violent passion)
Oh sweetest pleasure!
Oh most blessed wench!

Sieglinde:
(close to his eyes)
Oh let me be near you,
That I may see the bright spark,
Which shines from your eyes and face
And which makes my senses so sweet.

Siegmund:
You shine brightly in the moon of spring;
Your wavy hair weaves around your face:
I know now clearly what delights me,
I see it in front of me.

Sieglinde:
(brushes his hair away from his face and looks at him 
astonished)
With your forehead exposed,
The veins wind themselves in your temples!
I waver in the happiness that delights me!
A wonder wants to remind me:
The one I saw today for the first time,
My eyes have seen you before!

Siegmund:
I also had a dream of love:
I already saw you in my fervent longing!

Sieglinde:
I saw my picture in the stream –
And now I can see it again:
Like it looked back at me from the pond,
I can see the picture is you!

Die bräutliche Schwester befreite der Bruder;
zertrümmert liegt, was je sie getrennt:
jauchzend grüßt sich das junge Paar:
vereint sind Liebe und Lenz! 

Sieglinde 
Du bist der Lenz, nach dem ich verlangte
in frostigen Winters Frist.
Dich grüßte mein Herz mit heiligem Grau’n,
als dein Blick zuerst mir erblühte.
Fremdes nur sah ich von je,
freudlos war mir das Nahe.
Als hätt’ ich nie es gekannt, war, was immer mir kam.
Doch dich kannt’ ich deutlich und klar:
als mein Auge dich sah,
warst du mein Eigen;
was im Busen ich barg, was ich bin,
hell wie der Tag taucht’ es mir auf,
o wie tönender Schall schlug’s an mein Ohr,
als in frostig öder Fremde
zuerst ich den Freund ersah. 

Siegmund 

O süßeste Wonne!
O seligstes Weib! 

Sieglinde 

O laß in Nähe zu dir mich neigen,
daß hell ich schaue den hehren Schein,
der dir aus Aug’ und Antlitz bricht
und so süß die Sinne mir zwingt. 

Siegmund 
Im Lenzesmond leuchtest du hell;
hehr umwebt dich das Wellenhaar:
was mich berückt, errat’ ich nun leicht,
denn wonnig weidet mein Blick. 

Sieglinde 

Wie dir die Stirn so offen steht,
der Adern Geäst in den Schläfen sich schlingt!
Mir zagt es vor der Wonne, die mich entzückt!
Ein Wunder will mich gemahnen:
den heut’ zuerst ich erschaut,
mein Auge sah dich schon! 

Siegmund 
Ein Minnetraum gemahnt auch mich:
in heißem Sehnen sah ich dich schon! 

Sieglinde 
Im Bach erblickt’ ich mein eigen Bild –
und jetzt gewahr’ ich es wieder:
wie einst dem Teich es enttaucht,
bietest mein Bild mir nun du! 
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Siegmund:
You are the picture
I carried within me.

Sieglinde:
(quickly looking away)
Oh silent! Let me hear the voice:
I think this sound
I heard as a child.

(Excited)
But no! I heard it recently,
When my voice
Echoed in the forest.

Siegmund:
Oh sweetest sounds,
That I listen to!

Sieglinde:
(looking in his eyes again)
I already saw your eyes glisten:
That’s how the old man greeted me,
When he comforted the sad girl.
His child recognised his look –
I almost called him by his name!

(She halts and quietly she continues)
Is Woeful your real name?

Siegmund:
I’m not called that anymore since you love me:
Now I reign over the most beautiful delights!

Sieglinde:
And you are not allowed
To call yourself Peaceful?

Siegmund:
Call me what you want me to be called:
I take my name from you!

Sieglinde:
But you said your father’s name was Wolfe?

Siegmund:
He was a wolf for the coward foxes!
But whose eyes shined so proudly,
Like yours shine, beautiful,
His name was Wälse.

Sieglinde:
(beside herself)
If Wälse was your father, and you are a Wälsung,
He pushed his sword in the trunk for you,
So let me name you, how I love you:
Siegmund – that’s how I call you!

Siegmund:
(Jumps up towards the trunk and takes hold of the 
sword handle.)
Siegmund I am called and Siegmund I am!
The sword I’m holding will prove it!
Wälse told me that in the highest need

Siegmund 
Du bist das Bild,
das ich in mir barg. 

Sieglinde 

O still! Laß mich der Stimme lauschen: 
mich dünkt, ihren Klang
hört’ ich als Kind. 

Doch nein! Ich hörte sie neulich,
als meiner Stimme Schall
mir widerhallte der Wald. 

Siegmund 
O lieblichste Laute,
denen ich lausche! 

Sieglinde 

Deines Auges Glut erglänzte mir schon:
so blickte der Greis grüßend auf mich,
als der Traurigen Trost er gab.
An dem Blick erkannt’ ihn sein Kind –
schon wollt’ ich beim Namen ihn nennen! 

Wehwalt heißt du fürwahr? 

Siegmund 
Nicht heiß’ ich so, seit du mich liebst:
nun walt’ ich der hehrsten Wonnen! 

Sieglinde 
Und Friedmund darfst du
froh dich nicht nennen? 

Siegmund 
Nenne mich du, wie du liebst, daß ich heiße:
den Namen nehm’ ich von dir! 

Sieglinde 
Doch nanntest du Wolfe den Vater? 

Siegmund 
Ein Wolf war er feigen Füchsen!
Doch dem so stolz strahlte das Auge,
wie, Herrliche, hehr dir es strahlt,
der war: – Wälse genannt. 

Sieglinde 
War Wälse dein Vater, und bist du ein Wälsung,
stieß er für dich sein Schwert in den Stamm,
so laß mich dich heißen, wie ich dich liebe:
Siegmund – so nenn’ ich dich! 

Siegmund 

Siegmund heiß’ ich und Siegmund bin ich!
Bezeug’ es dies Schwert, das zaglos ich halte!
Wälse verhieß mir, in höchster Not
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I will find it: now I hold it!
The holiest love’s highest need,
The longing love’s passionate need
Burns brightly in my chest,
Drives me into action and death:
Notung! Notung! This I call you, sword –
Notung! Notung! Neidlich’s steel!
Show me your blade’s cutting tooth:
Come out from the sheath to me!

(He pulls the sword with mighty strength out of the 
trunk and shows it to Sieglinde who is in raptures at his 
success.)

You see Siegmund, the Wälsung, in front of you, wench!
He brings you this sword as bridal gift:
He marries
The happiest woman;
Thus he takes you away from the enemy’s house.
Follow me to far away,
Away to spring’s laughing house:
Notung, the sword, will protect you there,
When Siegmund was lovingly captured by you!

(He embraces her to pull her with him.) 

Sieglinde:
(Pulls herself away from him, exhilarated, and stands 
opposite him)
If you are Siegmund I am looking at,
It’s me, Sieglinde, who longs for you:
Your own sister
Did you win, together with the sword!

Siegmund:
Bride and sister are you to this brother –
So blossom, blood of the Wälsung!

(He pulls her passionately towards him; she falls to his 
chest with a cry. The curtain falls.)

fänd’ ich es einst: ich faß’ es nun!
Heiligster Minne höchste Not,
sehnender Liebe sehrende Not
brennt mir hell in der Brust,
drängt zu Tat und Tod:
Notung! Notung! So nenn’ ich dich, Schwert –
Notung! Notung! Neidlicher Stahl!
Zeig’ deiner Schärfe schneidenden Zahn:
heraus aus der Scheide zu mir! 

Siegmund, den Wälsung, siehst du, Weib!
Als Brautgabe bringt er dies Schwert:
so freit er sich
die seligste Frau;
dem Feindeshaus entführt er dich so.
Fern von hier folge mir nun,
fort in des Lenzes lachendes Haus:
dort schützt dich Notung, das Schwert,
wenn Siegmund dir liebend erlag! 

Sieglinde 

Bist du Siegmund, den ich hier sehe,
Sieglinde bin ich, die dich ersehnt:
die eigne Schwester
gewannst du zu eins mit dem Schwert! 

Siegmund 
Braut und Schwester bist du dem Bruder –
so blühe denn, Wälsungen-Blut! 

Richard Wagner 
Trans. Birgit Balean  
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ACT 3: 
MySTERy 
PROGRAM
This concert has a duration of 
approximately two hours, including 
one interval of 20 minutes.

Tonight’s performance will be 
broadcast live around Australia on 
ABC Classic FM (on analogue and 
digital radio), and streamed on 
its website.

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra

Members of the Australian 
youth Orchestra

Program to be announced from 
the stage.

A detailed program booklet for this 
concert will be available during 
the evening.

ACT 3: CONdUCTOR IN CONvERSATION
Wednesday 22 August at 7pm

Markus Stenz coined the tantalizing title Act 3 to announce the 
surprise work performed at the end of many of his concerts with 
the MSO during his term as chief conductor (1998–2004). In this 
pre-concert conversation with Huw Humphreys, the MSO’s director 
of Artistic Planning, Maestro Stenz will reveal some of the mystery 
behind the third concert celebrating the MSO’s Spectacular Return 
to Hamer Hall. This concert is dedicated entirely to the Act 3 spirit – 
completely unannounced, unexpected, ambitious and inspiring. 

BEyONd THE STAGE
Learn more about the new 

Hamer Hall and the music you’ll 
hear during the Spectacular Return 
festivities, in these free pre-concert 

events taking place in the  
Hamer Hall foyers. 

© cATRIN MORITz

Powering the 
MSO through 
Regional Victoria

Powercor – a major sponsor of the  
MSO’s Regional Touring Program

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra presents  
an all-Mozart program

8pm Tuesday 5 April  7pm pre-concert talk

Ballarat’s Her Majesty’s Theatre

Purchase tickets on 03 5333 5888, at Her Majesty’s Theatre,  
or at the door one hour prior to the concert.

To find out more about what Powercor Australia is doing  
in the community visit www.powercor.com.au

The MSO 
Powering  
its way to  
Ballarat

Powercor – a major 
sponsor of the MSO’s 
Regional Touring Program

Powercor Australia and the Melbourne 
Symphony Orchestra – 2011 Australian 
Business Arts Foundation award winners  
in recognition of their shared dedication  
to taking the arts to regional Victoria  
for more than 15 years.

To find out more about what Powercor 
Australia is doing in the community visit 
www.powercor.com.au
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{ ABOUT THE MUSIC } 

WELCOME BACk TO hAMER hALL AND 
ANOThER MUSICAL LANDMARk IN ThE LIfE 
Of ThIS MAGNIfICENT CONCERT hALL. 
The Victorian Government’s $135.8 million 
redevelopment has transformed this 30 year-old 
building into a 21st century concert hall and a fitting 
home for the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra.

Sir Roy Grounds’ original design was created in an 
era when its riverside location was less of a focus for 
the city. Originally inspired by the Castel Sant’Angelo, 
Rome, Grounds created a drum, a raw, concrete-clad 
fort with cavern-like interior spaces. Theatre and film 
designer John Truscott created the interiors, opting for 
a plush and glitzy approach with leather, gold leaf and 
faux stone and timber. 

The new design by Ashton Raggatt McDougall (ARM) 
clarifies and accentuates the relationship between the 
two, mindful of the heritage elements of the original 
design and décor, but updating parts of the building 
and the way it works to enable Hamer Hall to deliver a 
wide range of performances well into the future.

Inside the Auditorium

Inside, significant changes address criticisms of the 
acoustic. The width of the stalls has been reduced to 
improve the acoustic envelopment and sound clarity for 
the audience and performers. The balcony arms have 
been eliminated and there is now a seamless transition 
from the auditorium’s side walls to the stage, enabling 
an improved flow of sound around the room. A new 
bronze stage surround also bounces a clearer sound to 
the audience.

The stage itself is an example of contemporary theatre 
technology and modern acoustic intelligence. Above 
the stage hangs a new state-of-the-art technical zone 
complete with new rigging and lighting systems and a 
specifically “tuned for the room” sound system. A key 
feature is the unique acoustic reflector, which is able 
to be lowered, raised and folded like the wings of a 
butterfly. It is also tuneable, able to improve acoustic 
conditions for performers, be they solo, orchestral or 
rock musicians. 

The walls have been coated with a special render 
applied at varying thicknesses to improve the way 
frequencies resonate, with original scenic artist Ross 
Turner returning to repaint the faux-rock décor.

{ aBoUT THE MUSIC } 

WELCOME TO YOUR NEW HAMER HALL
by Judith isherwood, chief Executive, arts centre Melbourne

{ arTS cENTrE MELBoUrNE HAMER HALL } 

© PETEr caSaMENTo PHoToGraPHY
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WELCOME TO YOUR NEW HAMER HALL

Timber chairs with vibrant brushed 
velvet orange fabric replace the old 
ones, adding warmth and depth. 
Chosen for their acoustic qualities 
as well as comfort and style, the 
seats are also wider, with no change 
to the existing legroom. 

Back of House

There are many refreshments 
and improvements back of house, 
including a new loading dock that 
is twice its original size, a new 
scenery platform lift, and easier 
access through new doors in the 
wings and at the rear of the stage. A 
new moving storage space has been 
added to the underside of the choir 
lift, creating what is essentially a lift 
with two floors – one for the stage, 
and a second one below for storage. 
The storage floor can align with the 
basement store or with the stage for 
quick and easy movement of staging 
equipment, and a new orchestra 
seating wagon system allows for a 

rapid changeover. The dressing 
rooms have been refurbished and 
general accommodation around the 
venue improved. 

Outside the Auditorium

It is now easier to get through the 
building, thanks to reconfigured 
stairs and escalators traversing 
all levels, and there are big new 
service points and amenities. 
Outside, the undercroft has gone, 
opening up Southbank Promenade 
to Princes Bridge, with access 
between the two provided by a  
24-hour lift and a new stairway. 

There are more restaurant options 
and new spaces at the river level, 
including a new riverside entrance 
which provides direct access into 
the building at dress circle level and 
out to the city, and convenient new 
box offices at the riverside and St 
Kilda Road entrances.

Another significant change is that 
Hamer Hall is now open daily from 
early morning until late – a great 
new place to meet, be entertained, 
take tours, dine out, enjoy a drink 
or simply while away the hours.

So, welcome back and welcome 
to a new era for the Melbourne 
Symphony Orchestra. On behalf 
of everyone involved in the 
redevelopment, I hope you enjoy 
your 21st century Hamer Hall.

{ arTS cENTrE MELBoUrNE HAMER HALL } 

© DaViD SiMMoNDS PHoToGraPHY © PETEr caSaMENTo PHoToGraPHY
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Have you heard . . . ?
•	 The MSO has 100 professional musicians, of whom 89% are  

Australian-trained. 
•	 We are one of the largest presenters of orchestral music in Australia, 

with more than 70 local and international conductors and soloists.
•	 The Orchestra and Chorus reach more than 180,000 people through 

more than 150 performances annually.
•	 Our annual Education Week is a musical ‘open house’ for 10,000 

children and families, with one in five students directly subsidised by 
donor support for tickets, transport, musician visits into their schools 
and teacher workshops.

•	 We offer a vital performance platform for young performers, conductors 
and composers at a pivotal stage of their professional careers.

•	 We provide access to music for disadvantaged students by supplying 
all instruments, weekly instrumental and aural lessons led by MSO 
teaching artists through our Pizzicato Effect residency. 

Make your personal gift and connect with MSO 
musicians and supporters. why? Because...
•	 ...you know what it takes to create these inspiring performances
•	 ...you remember the MSO Youth Concerts
•	 ...there’s nothing like sitting among 10,000 people sharing music at 

the Bowl
•	 ...you’ve seen the MSO’s high-impact education work at first hand
•	 ...the uplifting feeling after a concert stays with you your whole life
•	 ...the rewards are fantastic – in enjoyment, in energy, in the appreciation 

of beauty of sound; it enlarges the imagination
•	 ...there are only so many times you can say ‘we need to reach out and 

get kids interested in classical music’, before you actually do something 
about it 

ACT BEFORE AUGUST 30 AND 
YOUR GiFT WiLL GO EVEN FURTHER 
Thanks to a pledge by a generous MSO donor, new and 
increased gifts made during the MSO’s Spectacular Return 
qualify for a one-to-one match – every dollar will double! 
(total $50,000 cap). 

ACT 1, ACT 2, ACT 3 . . . ACT NOW!

Donate online at www.mso.com.au/support, by post to MSO, 
GPO Box 9994 Melbourne VIC 3001, or simply contact our 
Philanthropy Manager: T 03 9626 1107, philanthropy@mso.com.au.

WILMA SMITH
PIzzIcATO EffEcT

BENJAMIN NORTHEy
EdUcATION wEEK

“Your support now will drive 
our future. Give to your 
Orchestra, and together we can 
give music to so many people.” 

SIR ANdREW dAvIS
cHIEf cONdUcTOR dESIGNATE

© dARIO AcOSTA



DONORS

MaeSTRO PaTRONS (pledging $10,000+ annually)

M P Chipman, Andrew and Theresa Dyer, Tim and Lyn Edward, Rachel and Hon. Alan Goldberg AO QC, Tom Jacob, Ilma Kelson Music Foundation, 
Mimie MacLaren, Onbass Foundation, Elizabeth Proust AO, The Ullmer Family Endowment, Lyn Williams AM, Anonymous (2)

iMPReSaRiO PaTRONS (pledging $20,000+ annually)

John McKay and Lois McKay, Bevelly and Harold Mitchell AC, Dame Elisabeth Murdoch AC DBE, Inés Scotland

PRiNciPal PaTRONS (pledging $5000+ annually)

Kaye and David Birks, Jennifer Brukner, The Cuming Bequest, Mr Dominic Dirupo and Mrs Natalie Dirupo, Susan Fry and Don Fry AO, Jill and Robert 
Grogan, Louis Hamon OAM, Nereda Hanlon and Michael Hanlon AM, Hartmut and Ruth Hofmann, Peter and Jenny Hordern, Mr Greig Gailey and Dr 
Geraldine Lazarus, Norman and Betty Lees, Mr and Mrs D R Meagher, Wayne and Penny Morgan, Ian and Jeannie Paterson, Mrs Margaret S. Ross AM and 
Dr Ian C. Ross, Joy Selby Smith, Maria Sola and Malcolm Douglas, Kee Wong and Wai Tang, Anonymous (1)

aSSOciaTe PaTRONS (pledging $2500+ annually)

Dr Bronte Adams, Will and Dorothy Bailey Bequest, Peter and Mary Biggs, Mrs S Bignell, David and Emma Capponi, Paul Carter, John and Lyn Coppock, 
Peter and Leila Doyle, Lisa Dwyer and Dr Ian Dickson, Dr Helen M Ferguson, Robert and Jan Green, John and Agita Haddad, Susan and Gary Hearst, 
Gillian and Michael Hund, Peter Lovell, Jan Minchin, Marie Morton, Dr Paul Nisselle AM, Ann Peacock with Andrew and Woody Kroger, Rae Rothfield, 
Craig and Jennifer Semple, Gai and David Taylor, Mr Tam Vu and Dr Cherilyn Tillman, Bert and Ila Vanrenen, Hon. Michael Watt QC and Cecilie Hall, 
Barbara and Donald Weir KSJ, Joanne Wolff, Brian and Helena Worsfold, Anonymous (2)

The MSO’s work can be attributed to the generosity of many collaborators, individuals, trusts and foundations.  
We are grateful for your support, which helps us enrich people’s lives through inspiring music now and for the 
future. To support us with a tax-deductible private gift, or bequest, please contact Jessica Frean on 03 9626 1107 
or philanthropy@mso.com.au. 

aRTiST cHaiR BeNeFacTORS
Harold Mitchell AC Concertmaster Chair
Patricia Riordan Associate Conductor Chair

Elisabeth Murdoch Principal Clarinet Chair
Joy Selby Smith Orchestral Leadership Chair

MSO Friends Chair 

PlayeR PaTRONS (pledging $1000+ annually)

Marlyn and Peter Bancroft OAM 
Dr Julianne Bayliss 
Mr Marc Besen AO and Mrs Eva Besen AO
Stephen and Caroline Brain
M Ward Breheny
Mr John Brockman OAM and  

Mrs Pat Brockman
Jill and Christopher Buckley
Bill and Sandra Burdett
Jan and Peter Clark 
Judith M Connelly
Ann Darby in memory of Leslie J. Darby
Panch Das and Laurel Young-Das
Mary and Frederick Davidson 
Pat and Bruce Davis 
Sandra Dent
John and Anne Duncan 
William J Forrest AM
Joanna Foulkes
David I Gibbs and Susie O’Neill

Jenny Anderson
Joyce Bown 
Kenneth Bullen
Luci and Ron Chambers 
Sandra Dent 
Lyn Edward
Alan Egan JP
Louis Hamon OAM

MSO cONducTOR’S ciRcle
We are privileged to be included in the bequest planning of our Conductor’s Circle members. 

To find out more about these and other special projects, such as the MSO Instrument Fund, please visit www.mso.com.au.

Pratt Foundation
Cybec Foundation
Schapper Family Foundation
Rob Cossom: Snare Drum Award

Scanlon Foundation
The Phyllis Connor Memorial Trust, 

as administered by Equity Trustees 

Ivor Ronald Evans Foundation, as administered by 
Mr Russell Brown and Equity Trustees

The Alan (AGL) Shaw Endowment, managed by 
Perpetual

MSO PROjecTS

Many projects need specific support. We sincerely thank the following for their vital support for the MSO’s Education and Emerging Artist Programs.

Merwyn and Greta Goldblatt 
Colin Golvan SC
George H Golvan QC 
Dr Marged Goode 
Jean Hadges 
Stuart and Sue Hamilton
Tilda and Brian Haughney
Julian and Gisela Heinze 
Hans and Petra Henkell 
Dr Alastair Jackson
Stuart Jennings
Vivien and Graham Knowles 
Dr Elizabeth A Lewis AM
Norman Lewis in memory of  

Dr Phyllis Lewis
Dr Anne Lierse 
Violet and Jeff Loewenstein
Christopher and Anna Long
Vivienne Hadj and Rosemary Madden
Sandra and Leigh Masel

Trevor and Moyra McAllister
Allan and Evelyn McLaren 
Dr Gabriele Medley AM 
John and Isobel Morgan 
The Novy Family
Laurence O’Keefe and 

Christopher James
Lady Potter AC
Peter Priest
Dr Sam Ricketson
Hugh T Rogers AM
Tom and Elizabeth Romanowski 
Delina Schembri-Hardy
Max and Jill Schultz 
David Shavin QC 
Chris and Jacci Simpson
Gary Singer and Geoffrey A Smith
Dr Robert Sloane and Denise Sloane 
Mr Sam Smorgon AO and  

Mrs Minnie Smorgon

Geoff and Judy Steinicke
Mrs Suzy and Dr Mark Suss
Margaret Tritsch
Mrs Barbara Tucker 
P and E Turner
Mary Vallentine AO
Hon. Rosemary Varty 
Wah Yeo AM 
Sue Walker AM 
Pat and John Webb
Erna Werner and Neil Werner OAM
Nic and Ann Willcock
Marian and Terry Wills Cooke 
Ruth Wisniak and Prof John Miller AO 
Peter and Susan Yates
Mark Young
Anonymous (8)

Tony Howe 
John and Joan Jones
Elizabeth Proust AO
Penny Rawlins 
Joan P Robinson 
Molly Stephens
Pamela Swansson
Dr Cherilyn Tillman

Mr and Mrs R P Trebilcock
Michael Ullmer
Mr Tam Vu
Marian and Terry Wills Cooke
Mark Young
Anonymous (15)

The MSO gratefully acknowledges the 
support received from the Estates of:
Gwen Hunt
C P Kemp
Peter Forbes MacLaren
Prof Andrew McCredie
Jean Tweedie
Herta and Fred B Vogel
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{ ABOUT THE MUSIC } emirates.com/au

The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra and 
Emirates share a passion for excellence  
and world-class performance. Fly Emirates, 
enjoy the wonders of the past, and the 
possibilities of tomorrow.

A partnership 
 in harmony

Emirates is proud to celebrate 10 years as Principal Partner of the MSO.


